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Introduction

W

hat's a cow? This question may be answered even by a toddler in a
kindergarten. But this question is not so simple to answer if you

are living in India. Let me ask the same question again. What's a cow in India?
It's a domestic animal. To many it's a source of milk and meat. And to many
it's God. So the cow is discerned in many ways in India. And this book delves
into the topic of cow, from a rational, religious and cultural perspective; just
like the tag line that goes to say, "it's an Indian narrative". That's literally an
underlining statement.
The cow is making headlines in the Indian news media almost every day. Cows
are seen everywhere across the country. But if a foreigner traverses from the
north east to the south west of the Indian subcontinent, he will get to learn
that the cow is worshipped in some places by the Hindus; and in some places
they are used as domestic animals by the Hindus; and in some places they are
slaughtered for its meat, by the very Hindus. This book will help one analyse
the Hindu culture that is diverse in di"erent regions amongst di"erent ethnic
groups of India.
The book picks on some random perspectives, to discuss about this animal Cow. Its relevance and its signi#cance to the society will all be brought-out to
the critical minds, to analyse and understand its existence in our world of everchanging trends.

Cow Vigilantes Of India
Their Aims & Their Personas
Chapter 1

I

n recent times, in India, only after the political party BJP Bharatiya Janata Party came to power, there has been a historical

change in the social fabric. There's an organisation with trained
volunteers who proclaim to save the cows from being slaughtered for its
meat. This organisation is named as Bhartiya Gau Raksha Dal (In
Hindi), which means 'India's Cow Protection Organisation'; and its
members are called as Gau Rakshak (in Hindi) - Protector of Cow.
The talks that motivated the Gau Rakshaks
Just before Narendra Modi sat on the Prime Minister's seat in 2014, he
had delivered many lectures during his election campaigns, wherein he
talked about his displeasure over the cattle in India that is being
slaughtered for its meat.
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The Scroll published an article on 6th October, 2015, with the heading,
"How Narendra Modi helped spread anti-beef hysteria"
Here’s a translation of a speech delivered by Modi on April 2 in
Nawada in Bihar, as part of his 2014 election campaign.
"I am coming from Dwarka city and Dwarka has a direct connection to
the Yaduvanshis [referring to Bihar’s Yadav caste]. And because of this
connection, I feel at home here. I am therefore shocked that the same
Yadavs who worship Shri Krishna, who keeps cows as livestock, who serves
the cow, it is their leaders who are in bed with the same people who
proudly massacre animals.
We’ve heard of the Green Revolution, we’ve heard of the White
Revolution but today’s Delhi sarkar wants neither; they’ve taken up
cudgels for a Pink Revolution. Do you know what that is? [points to
crowd]. That’s their game; they’re keeping the country in the dark. I want
to ask Mulayam Singh Yadav and Lalu Prasad Yadav: do you want to
support the people who want to bring about a Pink Revolution? When you
slaughter an animal, then the colour of its meat is pink. This is what they
call a “Pink Revolution”. And the Centre said with pride that, last year,
India has earned the most from exporting meat. Across the countryside,
our animals are getting slaughtered. Our livestock is getting stolen from
our villages and taken to Bangladesh. Across India too, there are massive
slaughterhouses in operation. And that’s not all. The Delhi sarkar will
not give out subsidies to farmers or to Yadavs keeping cows but will give
out subsidies to people who slaughter cows, who slaughter animals, who
are destroying our rivers of milk, as long as they set up qatlkhanas
[slaughterhouses]." The next day, Modi ﬂew to Ghaziabad, where he
made the same speech, drumming up a sinister conspiracy to slaughter
cows. Ghaziabad is less than 20 kilometres away from Dadri. (1)
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Although there's no proof established for the BJP government's
involvement in setting up of the Bhartiya Gau Raksha Dal (BGRD)
and its activities, we cannot brush aside the fact that the Gau Rakshaks
have been inspired by the current PM of India, Narendra Modi, in
setting up the organisation. The Bhartiya Gau Raksha Dal was started
during the year 2012, when the election campaign was about to kicko!
by the BJP. And soon after the elections in 2014, the BGRD hit the
headlines of the prominent news media for their audacious acts
committed in the name of saving the cows.
Their men were involved in ransacking the slaughter houses. They
con#scated the cattle from the owners and kept them at the GoShaalaas - The 'Cow Sheds' run by the Gau Rakshaks. They even were
involved in killing those whom they suspected to have slaughtered
cattle, ate beef; stored or transported cattle or beef.
They were making headlines through the social media by posting videos
of the lynchings that they committed, only to steer fear in the people.
All these happened and is still happening at random occasions at
di!erent parts of India. People were shocked when a man called
Akhlaq was killed in Dadri, a place near Delhi, for allegedly storing beef
in his home. This kind of attack on a person was shocking to most of
the people, although violence in the name of cow protection was
recorded since 1893, during the British India.
Guess what happened after Akhlaq got killed by the Gau Rakshaks! A
case was booked against the victim's family members for allegedly
storing beef at their home! This was the height of mishmash in the
process of law. This action by the Dadri police was seen by many as a
clear sign to boost the morale of Gau Rakshaks who stood for the cause
of protecting the cows and cattle by circumventing the law of the land.
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Well, after few days, many such cases started to surface on the media.
Many men lost lives on similar grounds. All done by the members
associated with the same BGRD.
The two-faces of the Cow Vigilantes
The other side of the story is that these Cow Vigilantes, of course not all,
have been involved in selling the con"scated cattle to the slaughter houses
through the back door. They were making quick buck out of the black
market, in a clandestine manner, boosting up the shadow economy. All
that they did was, trap the vehicles that were carrying cattle, beat the
transporters by claiming that they were protecting the cattle from them,
then take the cattle to the cow sheds known as Go-Shaalas, and sell them
for a good fortune through the underground business channels. That
was such a lucrative enterprise run through a syndicate that was illegally
making a fortune out of it. Under the garb of being Cow Vigilantes, the
'Cow Dacoits' played with the lives and emotions of the people. They
used the sentiments of the people to pursue their reprehensible interest.
They robbed the cattle from the cattle traders and sold them to the
slaughterhouses by feigning to be the saviours of the cattle.
The New Indian Express published an article with the heading:
Andhra Pradesh goshala secretly sells o! thousands of cows to
slaughterhouses.
SRIKAKULAM: Under the guise of running an animal shelter,
veterinary surgeon and blue cross district chairman Suryam has
allegedly been supplying cattle to slaughterhouses in Srikakulam district.
Police busted the racket after two vehicles transporting 17 cows and
buﬀaloes were intercepted at Meliaputti mandal a few days ago.
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The detained drivers admitted during interrogation that they were
shifting the cattle from Pattupuram Goshala, run under the banner of
Blue Cross, to Narayanapuram Market from where they would be taken to
slaughterhouses.
Suryam, in a span of four years, shifted over 3,000 cows and buﬀaloes
rescued by the police to his goshala, many of which are now missing.
Preliminary investigation has conﬁrmed that no records were maintained
of the cattle brought to the shelter so far. When cops raided the shelter
earlier this week, there were not more than 100 animals there.
A case has been registered under IPC Section 409 (criminal breach of trust
by public servant) and Animal Cruelty Act 1960. (2)
The vast majority of the Hindus were even worried about these perilous
developments; for there are a huge percentage of the Hindus who eat
beef; and they didn't want to see people getting killed in the pretext of
protecting cows. Even the vegetarian Hindus came in large numbers onto
the streets to protest against the BGRD. These reactions of the majority
of Indians showed that most of them are against the violent
misdemeanour of the Gau Rakshaks. A large number of people protested
in various parts of India.
BBC NEWS published an article on 28th June, 2017 with the heading
#NotInMyName: Indians protest against 'beef lynching'
Protests are taking place across India against rising attacks on Muslims
and Dalits (formerly untouchables) by vigilante cow protection groups.
About 2,000 people turned out in Delhi. Protests were also being held in 15
other cities as well as in London, protest organiser Saba Dewan said.
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The campaign, #NotInMyName, started with a Facebook post she wrote
after a Muslim teenager was killed last week.
At the scene in Delhi: Geeta Pandey, BBC News
Crowds gathered at Jantar Mantar, a historical Delhi monument and
popular venue for protests.
Many of the 2,000 present held posters and banners saying
#NotInMyName. Others wondered if it is so easy to divide Indians on
the basis of religion. On the stage, poets recited verses, and musicians sang
songs of protest.
Organiser Saba Dewan demanded that Indian citizens be protected,
saying the right to life is non-negotiable. One young woman told me the
murders were not how she wished to remember her country.
The protest organisers have alleged that the family of Junaid Khan, the
16-year-old Muslim boy brutally killed by a Hindu mob on a train last
week, had not been able to attend because they were intimidated by the
authorities. (3)
Cowsheds have become deathbeds
Another sorrowful state of a!airs is that the cows that were taken into the
Go-Shaalas were left to rot there without enough fodder and care.
Thousands of cattle have died of starvation, and were left for the "ies and
maggots to feast on them. The cattle were put to painful death, under the
very hands of the Gau Rakshaks, who claimed to protect them. That's the
irony. The cow vigilantes inadvertently let the cows die without having
the resources to take care of the cattle, or they intentionally let them die
of extreme hunger, due to their negligence and carelessness.
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Thus, men without sincerity exploited the emotions of the masses and
bludgeoned the innocent traders for some vested interest that led them
to sell the robbed cattle to the slaughterhouses, and cause the rest of
them die of starvation in the cowsheds, while their pernicious acts were
ignored by the ruling political party for its own political gains. What a
vicious circle are the Indians caught up with! The Hindus who claimed
to protect the cows have caused many cows to die!
The NDTV published a news report on the 7th August, 2016 with the
heading "500 Cows Starve To Death In Rajasthan Shelter, Their
Hooves Stuck In Muck"
Jaipur: More than 500 cows have died in the last two weeks, say
volunteers, at a shelter near Jaipur in Rajasthan, their neglected stalls
turning into death traps.
The Rajasthan government on Saturday ordered a high-level inquiry
and suspended two senior oﬃcials for dereliction of duty. (4)
The Telegraph published an article on the 2nd July, 2020, with the
heading "No funds, cows starve at UP shed"
After govt stops providing cash since Feb, villagers make arrangements for
fodder and medicines themselves.
Around 60 cows at a shed in Uttar Pradesh, whose chief minister has
professed the protection of the “cow mother” as one of his priorities and set
up a Rs 613-crore fund, have been starving as the government has stopped
providing maintenance cash.
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Villagers said the government stopped providing funds for the state-run
cowshed in Baghpat district in February, forcing them to make
arrangements for fodder and medicines themselves. The villagers said
they themselves had been hit hard by the pandemic and the lockdown and
had no money to spare to feed the cows. (5)
The Quint published a report on 19th, August, 2017, with the heading
"Arrested BJP Leader Blames Party After 200 Cows Die at His
Shelter"
Harish Verma, the cow shed owner, was arrested based on the complaint
of the Chhattisgarh Rajya Gau Sewa Aayog.
Chhattisgarh BJP leader Harish Verma has blamed his party for the
death of several cows at his government-aided gaushala in the state’s
Durg district.
Verma was arrested on 19 August after the Chhattisgarh Rajya Gau
Sewa Aayog lodged an FIR alleging that a lack of proper facilities at
Verma’s cow shelter had led to the deaths.
Speaking to reporters after his arrest, Verma blamed the BJP-led state
government for not providing him with enough funds to take care of the
cows in his shelter.
He said that the cow shelter was housing 400 cows more than its estimated
capacity.
He told The Indian Express: There are meant to be 220 cows, but there
are 600. The government is meant to give me Rs 10 lakh per year to
maintain the gaushala. But they have not paid for the past two years. (6)
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These kinds of news are reported from across the length and breadth of
the Indian subcontinent.
Let’s move on to a fresh topic. Let's look into the fate of the farmers
during the change in the political climate.

The Farmers
Who Sell The Cattle
Chapter 2

I

ndia is the land of agriculture and farming. The farmers in India
are generally the archaic kind who use traditional Indian customs

and old fashioned rituals in their profession. Most of the practices of
their age old ancestors are still retained in the bulk of the Indian
populace. The farmers' close acquaintances are the cattle, sheep and the
poultry. Cattle helps them in ploughing and watering the !elds; in
transporting agricultural materials; and in bene!ting out of its milk, meat
and hides. Sheep gives them meat and wool. Hens give them eggs; and its
meat is relished as chicken.
Apart from sowing, watering and manuring the !elds, the farmers of
India engage in much of animal husbandry. Lot of their time goes in
feeding the cattle with nutritious fodder, taking them to graze, washing
their cowsheds, giving bath to the cattle, treating them with medicines to
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!ght diseases etc. They protect the cattle from the animals such as wild
dogs and carnivorous animals that attack them.
But let's ask a pertinent question. Why do they spend their time and
money on these cattle? Simple; for monetary gains. On an average, to
take care of a cow or a bull, per day's cost would be anywhere between
₹ 100 to ₹ 200 in India. The cost may decrease or increase according to
the cost of the land and the available resources; and also depends on the
breed of cattle and the quality of fodder given to them. If by any chance
a farmer maintains 10 cows with him, then his daily expenses would be
between 1,000 to 2,000 rupees. The farmer and his workers, mostly
from among his family and tribesmen work from dawn to dusk in
maintaining the cattle. They get bene!ts by using the oxen to plough
the !elds, and to transport goods through the bullock carts. And the
cows are reared to yield them milk that is sold to the milk industry and
the local markets.

The farmers and the jobless oxen
These days, much of the oxen's work is undertaken by the tractors and
the trucks. Machineries are used to plough the lands and transport the
crops. The oxen are thus maintained to increase the production of the
cattle in the rearing endeavour. Usually the cattle-rearing farmers keep
the animals in 2:8 ratio of oxen and cows respectively. Two good oxen
are su$cient to impregnate 8 cows. So the oxen are not in great
demand, as much as the cows are. Only a minimum number of oxen are
kept under the farms, since the expenses to maintain them is too
expensive. Imagine if a farmer spends ₹ 100 on an ox, while not getting
any monetary bene!t out of it, then thousands of rupees will be spent
on single animal in just a month.
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What if he keeps a hundred oxen under his care? It would be a massive
3 lakhs rupees expense! Hence the farmer takes care of oxen for an
average period of 2 years, and then sells them in the weekly markets in
the villages. By the way, who will buy these animals?
The buyers of the oxen are broadly classi"ed into four categories:
1. Those who want to rear cattle.
2. Those who want to use them in agriculture.
3. Those who want to slaughter for meat, leather and medicine for
Indian market.
4. Those who want to slaughter for exporting its meat, leather and the
by-products to other countries.
Like I said, the demand for oxen is very less in the market, when
compared to the cows that produce milk. Since the maintenance of the
oxen would turn out to be very expensive, the animals are sent to
slaughter houses. That in-turn let's the butchers, the meat merchants
and leather traders make their livelihood out of this trade. It's billions of
dollars industry that helps the people from the lower income strata
make a living. In India, these farmers who sell the oxen are generally
poor. The butchers generally are from the uneducated circles. And even
those who prefer beef are generally from the people from the lower
income, who "nd it cheaper than the meat of sheep and goat that is
thrice much expensive to that of beef. For example: The rate of 1kg beef
in Bangalore is ₹ 200, while the rate of 1 kg mutton is over ₹ 600.
In another sector, the oxen is slaughtered in large numbers, only to
export them overseas. India under the BJP government is one of the
largest exporters of beef to the world.
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China consumes a bulk of the Indian beef. This beef export industry is
owned by the rich and the famous of the nation. And this business is
helping the rich class make big money.
One would also be stunned to know that the BJP party's MLA Sangeet
Som himself exports beef. And the majority of those who export beef
are Hindus.
The Muslim Mirror published about Indra Nooyi, the Tamil Brahmin
involving in beef business. The following article was published on 8th,
August, 2016 with the heading Indira Nooyi : A Tamil Brahmin
who heads world’s largest cow-meat supplier company.
According to Pepsico’s o!cial site ‘in 2009 PepsiCo’s Frito-Lay
North America division and Jack Link’s today entered into an
agreement in which Frito-Lay will sell and distribute a new line
of meat snacks under the MATADOR by Jack Link’s brand,
aimed at young adults with action-driven lifestyles’.
Although Pepsico is not producing cow-meat products directly but it has
the distribution rights of Matador’s products which is the most popular
cow-meat producer in US.
Ironically Pepsico’s global CEO Indira Krishnamurthy Nooyi is a Tamil
Brahmin. While India is number one beef exporting country a Tamil
Brahmin leads world’s largest cow-meat supplier company in US. (7)
The double standards of the BJP is not hidden from the world. On one
hand they say they want to stop the slaughtering of cattle. And on the
other hand their government and their party leaders trade beef overseas.
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This is such an open hypocrisy that makes one question the very
ideology of the BJP. Heights of hypocrisy!
An article was published by the Times of India, on 15th March, 2019,
with the heading India largest beef exporter in Modi’s regime: Seer
Swami Swaroopanand Saraswati takes a jibe at PM Modi
VARANASI: Taking a jibe on ‘Modi hai to Mumkin hai’ slogan by BJP
men, shankaracharya of Jyotish and Dwarka Sharda peeths
Swami Swaroopanand Saraswati said: “Oﬀcourse, it is all because of
PM Modi that India is now the largest exporter of beef in the world.”
This is happening for the ﬁrst time in India’s history, the seer added.
“Ye wahi Modi ji hain jo Gujarat mein Mukhyamantri rehate hue badi
bhav-bhangima ke sath bhashan mein kahate they ki desh mein ho rahi
gau hatya ko dekh kar mera hriday jal raha hai. Par unhi Modi ji ne
pradhanmantri banana ke baad desh ko gau maans ka sabse bada
niryaatak desh bana diya. Aur Modi ji ke log bade garv se kehate hain
ki Modi hai to mumkin hai. Hum puchhna chahate hain ki kin chizon
ke liye garv kiya jar aha hai’ (This is the same Modi, who as a chief
minister of Gujarat used to say painfully that his heart is burning to
see cow slaughter in the country, but after becoming Prime Minister he
made India the biggest exporter of beef. And his men proudly say all is
possible if there is Modi. I would like to ask what is this pride all about),”
said the seer while delivering discourse at Shri Vidya Math on Friday.
He further said that after becoming the PM, he (Modi) shifted the
abattoirs from industry to farming category, and the road tax from the
abattoir to the airport was abolished completely. Besides, the tax on beef
export was also reduced from 10% to 6%, and abattoirs were given
electricity equal to the rate of farming. (8)
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If one looks at the farmers' struggle with their lives, one would
understand that they are just making hand to mouth. They don't have
huge bank balance and savings. In fact they even take huge loans from
the banks and local landlords. In case of crop failure due to famine and
natural calamities, many farmers in India even commit suicide due to
the mental stress they go through during then.
The Deccan Herald published an article on the suicide rate amongst the
farmers of India, on 3rd , November, 2019, with the heading India
may become farmer suicide capital: Agri Adviser
A senior adviser to the Ministry of Agriculture warns that India may
soon earn the dubious title of 'farmer suicide capital of the world', as there
is an "enormous socio-political inertia and appalling indiﬀerence to the
psychological agonies" of country's "food soldiers".
Though the government has not released farmers' suicide data post-2015,
a 1987-batch Indian Economic Service oﬃcer P C Bodh calculates using
previous years' ﬁgures that another 70-75,000 farmers may commit
suicide during 2016-2020, taking the toll near to four lakh for 25 years
since 1995. He says his views were not that of the Ministry.
Bodh says, "the Indian polity, infested with self-seeking politicians,
bureaucrats, business people, and industrialists, has failed to see that the
country's food soldiers have started deserting en masse. The ratio of
agriculturist population to the total population has been declining
sharply, and 40% of those who are still holding to their ploughs to defend
their ambushed farming fort are waiting to desert at the ﬁrst
opportunity."
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He says even as a “gigantic farm economy”, lawmakers, bureaucrats and
the public at large are “asleep through an agricultural and
developmental nose dive for around six decades” and except for the ﬁrst
two decades, Indian planning and policy “grew in oblivion” of the pivotal
role that agriculture plays the country's development.
“This national apathy towards millions of farmers who were just
recovering from its hundreds-of-years-old wound and weakness sustained
from colonial devastation...India may win the rather dubious distinction
of being the farmer suicide capital of the world: the land of farmers'
suicides, making farmers' suicides almost an endemic in India” he says.
During 1995-2007, over 2.07 lakh farmers committed suicide with a
yearly average of 15,953, peaking at 18,241 in 2004 and coming down to
16,632 in 2007. Between 2008 to 2015, 1.14 lakh farmers took their own
lives with a yearly average of 14,255 after reaching a crest of 17,368 in
2009 and a trough of 11,772 by 2013.
The annual average rate of farmers suicide between 1995 and 2015 was
15,306 and going by this average, Bodh projects that 76,530 farmers
could commit suicide between 2016 and 2020, taking the total farmers'
suicide to 3.92 lakhs.
Karnataka had 42,768 cases of farmers' suicide between 1995 and 2015
and the 2016-2020 projection for Karnataka is 8,949. Bodh says
Karnataka experienced sharp increases in the farmers' suicide rate
during 1999-2003, remaining much above the annual average of 1,790.
(9)
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The farmers and the milk giving cows
The farmers and the cows have a very bene!cial relationship as long as
the cows give good amount of milk. As the cows get older, they stop
giving milk; and they become a burden to the farmers. Unable to feed
the cows for even a month or two, the option to sell them to the
slaughter houses is the practical option before them. They get money
by selling them; and that allows them to invest on purchasing young
cattle that are left for rearing and milking. That’s the practical way to
make money, while also helping the livestock to multiply in larger
numbers. That's the cycle of the buying and selling of cattle in the lives
of the farmers in India. If the cycle gets disturbed, then that would
a#ect the farmers' livelihood and the entire economy of the Indian
market.
Those who are emotionally attached to the idea of taking care of the old
and unproductive cows in the cowsheds are people who are
philosophically motivated. It is their idea of ahimsa - 'non violence'
towards animals that encourage them to believe so. But in reality, if the
animals are not bought and sold in its appropriate time for the required
needs, then the animals are going to become an expensive a#air that
even the millionaires wouldn't be able to keep with. Why would a
farmer rear an animal if it is going to make him poorer? And if the cattle
doesn't bring wealth to him, then he will not be bothered to even rear
them. And that would eventually lead to decline in the cattle
population drastically.
No wonder, in many cases, the people who claim to show mercy to the
cows by keeping them in Go-Shaalas, have in reality led the animals
starve to death. That's more himsa - violence on the animals than
slaughtering them within few seconds.
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The pain that most of the animals endure in Go-Shaalas go for days
together, until they reduce to bones and carcass eaten by worms and
!ies.
The people who have strong ideological leanings towards preserving the
cattle from slaughtering are not from the farmers' community. They are
mostly from the religious factions that believe that the animals must
not be killed for food. In another angle, if one were to see their worth in
comparison to the farmers to the cattle, it is very insigni#cant. It is the
farmers who rear animals. They help the cattle to procreate and deliver
calves. The farmers then feed them and take care of them for years. And
only when the animals are un#t to be kept around, they are sold in the
market. The people who don't rear them and don't maintain them have
no knowledge to talk about protecting the cattle. If they were really true
to their ideologies, they would have been having hundreds of fattened
cattle with them in their farms. But that's not the case. Many are
businessmen, politicians and corporates who have strong objections
towards the eating of beef. But they don't have a solution to the
farmers' problem.
When the Gau Rakshaks made a ruckus in the society by not allowing
the farmers to sell the cattle, the farmers from the Hindu community
were pleading to allow them sell the cattle in the markets.
Reuters published an article on 29th March, 2016, with the heading
Unable to sell cattle, Indian farmers have a beef with Modi's BJP
BELHE, India (Reuters) - A ban on the sale of cattle for slaughter in
India's richest state is threatening to push millions of farmers into
penury, deepening distress in the countryside and fanning resentment
against Prime Minister Narendra Modi's ruling party.
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But over the past year, states ruled by Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), such as Maharashtra, have broadened the ban to include other
types of cattle, like bulls and bullocks, and Hindu vigilantes have stepped
up attacks on traders to enforce the prohibition.
It has also left millions of farmers, already reeling from bad harvests due
to back-to-back droughts and unseasonal rains, struggling to sell animals
they can no longer feed or water.
"I wonder what the government wants - our survival or the cattle's?" said
farmer Revaji Choudhary, standing next to a pair of bulls he has been
trying to sell for weeks in a cattle market in Maharashtra.
Traditionally, farmers have sold cattle in a drought year to butchers,
mostly Muslims, and bought new ones when their earnings rise after
monsoon showers. (10)
So the fact of the matter is that, if the farmers don't sell the old cattle
for slaughtering, then they will die in their farms; and that will
demotivate the farmers to rear them; which in-turn will lead to the
extinction of cattle in India. In that worst case scenario, one may have
to visit zoos to see cows and oxen; like the way one would visit to see
pandas. Am I being hypothetical here? Never mind. Let's now look into
the billion dollar beef exports of India.
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The Billion Dollar
Industry Of Beef Exports
Chapter 3

I

n India, although one fringe element is against the slaughtering of
cattle, the country exports millions of metric tonnes of beef every

year. Beef through the meat of oxen, cows and bu!aloes are all packed
and shipped to the foreign countries.
Let's look into the world trade of Indian beef. World Atlas published a
report on 10th December, 2018 with a heading The World's Largest
Exporters of Beef.
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Top Beef Exporting Countries
Brazil
Brazil exported a total of 1,850,000 metric tons of beef in 2016, making
it the world’s largest beef exporter. The beef export industry continues to
grow each year, and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) predicts that 9 billion people will need to be fed by
2050, which will provide growing markets for the Brazilian beef
industry. Hong Kong is the main market for Brazilian beef, followed by
China, the European Union, Iran, and Egypt.
India
India is an equally large global beef exporter, exporting 1,850,000 metric
tons in 2016. The country ranks ﬁfth globally in terms of beef production
and seventh in domestic consumption. Despite a ban on cow slaughter, as
the animal is considered sacred in the Hindu religion, the country's
export ﬁgures have remained high due to water buﬀalo meat, also known
as carabeef. Carabeef constitutes the greatest portion of the beef trade in
India, enabling India to become the world's second largest exporter,
accounting for nearly 20% of world beef exports. (11)
Although beef is banned in few states in India, the beef sales in other
states have been a lucrative business. There's no drop in the sales, since
the production of cattle has been consistent all through, with the
government schemes to provide !nancial aid and subsidies to the
farmers in supporting the animal husbandry has shot up cattle
population to another high altogether. More the number of animals,
more the amount of feeds required for them. And that would mean
more vegetation needed. When the farmers don't have much to feed
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men in our country, and when they don't earn huge income by selling
food grains and crops in the Indian market, why would they do service
to animals by simply feeding them all day with their hard earned
money! Hence the animals they rear are sent to beef industries that buy
the animals on standard rates. By the way, these industries run under
the government approval and license.
Beef is relished across the world for its taste and high level of proteins.
Athletes and "tness freaks include good amount of beef in their weekly
diet schedule. The world beyond India, starting from the immediate
neighbours, to the farthest continents, have people who eat beef as their
staple food. Can you imagine the country that produces the largest beef
for the world, and also has people eating beef in India itself? What's the
number of cattle that are being slaughtered every year in India?
The Index Mundi has published a report in 2020, with the heading
India Animal Numbers, Cattle Total Slaughter by Year
2010 - 29000 (1000 HEAD) 5.45
2011 - 30000 (1000 HEAD) 3.45
2012 - 31800 (1000 HEAD) 6.00
2013 - 34500 (1000 HEAD) 8.49
2014 - 36150 (1000 HEAD) 4.78
2015 - 36850 (1000 HEAD) 1.94
2016 - 37600 (1000 HEAD) 2.04
2017 - 38200 (1000 HEAD) 1.60
2018 - 38300 (1000 HEAD) 0.26
2019 - 38900 (1000 HEAD) 1.57
2020 - 37400 (1000 HEAD) -3.86 (12)
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On an average there has been nearly 3.8 Crores of cattle being
slaughtered in India annually.
And imagine the country's state if the cattle are not slaughtered at all
for a year! In that case, the animals may multiply exponentially; if they
!nd fodder. If due to scarcity of fodder, if the cattle gets into the
agricultural !elds, then that may later lead to the scarcity of food for the
human beings in India. Just another hypothetical thought here.
And what if the cattle don't !nd fodder to eat? If they don't !nd food,
they may eat the garbage and waste, and die of starvation.
The Business Insider published an article on the 31st January, 2014,
under the heading Indian Cows Are Producing Toxic Milk
Because They Are Grazing On Garbage
India's neglected holy cows are producing toxic and contaminated milk
because they eat garbage while wandering the streets unsupervised,
according to lawyers for one of India's top milk-producing states.
The claim was made in India's Supreme Court where judges ordered all
of India's states to impose life imprisonment sentences for those convicted
of contaminating milk.
Milk has a revered place in Indian spiritual life, which is one of the
reasons cows are regarded as sacred.
But despite being worshipped, many cattle owners allow their cows to
wander throughout India's roads and cities where they graze on rubbish
dumps and eat plastic bags and other waste products. When they return
to their dairies their milk is adulterated with paint, detergents, caustic
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soda, urea and shampoo, the court heard.
"Cows have started eating plastic and paper besides grass and green leaves
when they are sent to graze," one lawyer said.
Justice K.S Radhakrishnan said he was so concerned about the scale of
adulteration that he had not taken milk in his coﬀee for two years.
Lawyers for the Uttar Pradesh government, where dairies are prized for
their creamy milk, revealed that in tests carried out in 2012-2013 more
than a quarter of 4,500 samples were found to contain detergent, starch
and artiﬁcial whitener. In more recent tests after August last year more
than one third of 613 samples were contaminated.
They found the scale of contaminated increased signiﬁcantly in the weeks
before festivals when people give milk-based Indian sweets as gifts.
Oﬀenders are liable to a maximum of six months imprisonment but can
pay a 1,000 Rupee (£10) ﬁne instead.
Another judge, Justice Vikramjit Singh said the law's teeth had fallen out
"after drinking adulterated milk". The court said oﬀenders should be
given life sentences and state governments should improve monitoring
with random checks. (13)
This industry of meat industry is the one that is part of the food chain
that is based on the natural resources that India is bestowed with. India
has fertile lands, water resources and the breeds of various cattle that
enables fast multiplicity of cattle, which lets the countrymen - the
farmers and the industrialists make big fat money out of them; and in
turn help the Indian government by paying income taxes through
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their noses. This is the economical-cycle that if once broken, will crush
the livelihood of millions of people across the country. People who
show precedence to emotions over intellect, seldom have solutions to
battle this cycle of beef trade. They are left with no alternatives to meet
the immediate need for sustenance. In their attempt to make the
presumed curves in the society into a straight line, they have actually
made the straight line into curves. Their thoughts may seem noble. But
the consequences of their idea is the one that would cost many lives and
families; and the very ecosystem will get disturbed with that.
Hence, the people choose to feed the animals, fatten them, sell them,
slaughter them, export them and live a life that ful"ls the rights of the
animals, and the rights of the humans.
The rights of the animals is to get good care and humane treatment as
long as they are alive. And when they are sized enough to be eaten, it's
the right of human beings to have its meat, if the meat is not harmful
for the eater. And not to forget that the animals slaughtered must be
slaughtered in the best ways to be given the least pain. And not to forget
that the meat of the animals are not wasted to rot. Human beings must
live with a sense of responsibility when it comes to eating food. Wasting
any food is a crime for that matter.
I guess there has been enough of Gyan - sermon out here. Let's move
onto another interesting chapter that will be truly a satiating
experience. Let's talk about the beef curries in Indian cuisines!

The Indian Cuisines
With Beef Curry
Chapter 4

I

f by any chance a foreigner visits some tourist destinations in
India, he cannot escape the spicy beef curries with white rice and

chapatis, topped with onions and lime, that are served hot on steel and
porcelain plates in posh downtown hotels, and also at the poorly lit
stalls by the shanties. People of all "nancial background get to eat beef
curry in India. The common thread between the rich and the poor is
the beef curry. That may sound like an exaggeration though. Wait a
second, it is not an exaggeration!
In the city of Goa, one would get to see the native Goans rejoice their
drinks by the seashore hotels that serve lobsters and varieties of "sh.
And you will also "nd them eating beef curry.
I shall now share some recipes of Indian chefs, that are made available
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through the web portals for people to know what Indian beef curry is
all about.
Here is the recipe for the famous Goan Beef Curry:
Ingredients
Serves: 6
1/2 kg Beef
6 Red Kashmiri Chillies
4 Peppercorns
1 inch piece Cinnamon
3 Cardamon / Elaichi
1 1/2 tablespoon Cumin seeds
1 teaspoon Corriander seeds
6 Cloves Garlic
1 inch piece Ginger
1 large Onion chopped
1 Tomato chopped
2 Potatoes cleaned and cubed
Handful of Green Beans sliced on the slant
1/4 teaspoon Tumeric Powder
1/4 cup Tamarind Juice
1 spring of Curry Leaves
Directions
Prep: 15min › Cook: 30min › Ready in: 45 min
Boil the beef with some salt, and cut it into cubes. Set aside the stock in
which the beef was boiled.
Dry roast the chillies and all the spices on a tawa. Grind together the
roasted spices, chillies, garlic and ginger into a ﬁne paste.
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In a pot, put in 2 tablespoons of oil or ghee and put in the curry leaves and
chopped onions, and fry till the onions turn golden brown. Add the
ground masala and mix well. Then add the meat cubes and the water or
stock. Bring to a boil.
When boiled, put in the tumeric powder, potatoes, chopped tomatoes,
green beans and salt. Cover and simmer till the potatoes are cooked.
Lastly add the tamarind juice, stir and serve hot with pulao or white rice.
Shortcut
Use a good garam masala instead of grinding all the spices and add
tomato puree to give it a thick gravy. (14) (Source: allrecipes.co.in)
Other delicacies of Goan style beef curry are Goan Beef Roast, Green
Beef Curry with potatoes, Goan Beef Chilli Fry, Goan Beef Croquettes,
Goan Beef Stew, Goan Beef Steaks, Pepper curry and the list goes on
and on.
If I start to give the recipes and the delicacies in every state, then that
would run through 10 volumes. This is surely not an exaggeration by
the way!
States like Pondicherry, Kerala, Tamilnadu, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, West Bengal, Assam, Orissa, Nagaland, Manipur,
Meghalaya, Tripura, Jammu, Kashmir and other states have their own
style of making beef curries. And beef is a staple food in all the above
mentioned states of India.
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One more recipe from Kerala shall be shared here. It's the Nadan Beef
Curry (Kerala Style):
Ingredients:
Beef 1 Kilogram
Onion 3
Chilly Green 3
Salt
Curry leaves
Water 1 Cup
Coriander leaves (optional)
Grind Ginger 1 1/2 Tablespoons
Garlic 1 1/2 Tablespoons
Pepper Powder 1/2 Teaspoon
Chilly Powder 1 Tablespoon
Coriander Powder 1 1/2 Tablespoons
Turmeric Powder 1/2 Teaspoon
Garam Masala 1 Teaspoon
Fennel powder ( Perinjeerakam ) 1 Teaspoon
Vinegar 3 Teaspoons

Steps
Heat oil in a pan / pressure cooker. Add ﬁnely sliced onion, green chillies,
curry leaves and salt. Sauté until it becomes light brown.
Grind together ginger, garlic, pepper powder, chilli powder, coriander
powder, turmeric powder, garam masala, ani seeds powder and vinegar.
Add this mixture and fry well.
Add water and add enough salt into the gravy. Mix well. Then add beef
and mix it again.
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Cook it until beef is done. It would take upto 2 whistles normally. Onion
gets mashed into the gravy, by this time.
Add coriander leaves and boil till gravy has thick consistency as you
desire. If you want to make it spicier, add some more pepper powder at
this time. Coriander leaves is optional.
Serve it with boiled rice, neychoru / ghee rice, aappam, parotta, puttu or
chapaathi. (15) (Source: alittlebitofspice.com)
Out of 29 states and 7 provinces, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat &
Maharashtra are the states in India, whose state governments have
banned beef sales there; although there are enough number of people
who eat beef there. The ban in these states are in a way contrast to the
democratic values of the people who have the right to choose their
lifestyle and dietary habits. It's a total contradiction to what democracy
promotes. If people cannot eat the food they want to, then that shows
that democracy is not there in spirit anymore.
I've seen people from the high caste members of the Hindu religion eat
beef in the hotels in India. In cities like Bangalore, Chennai, Cochin
and Kolkata, there are famous takeaways where beef rolls are available
in various sizes. People have Sheek kababs and Phaals by the roadside,
with just paratas to have an eat out with their friends and family. In
some places of Karnataka, such as Bellary, there are simple hotels where
beef biriyanis and beef paaya are served even for breakfast. The Hindus
too majorly consume beef in all these places. I'm saying this after
witnessing all of this in my home state of Karnataka state.
In some gatherings of the Muslim conventions, they do serve beef
biriyani to their guests. Great number of Christians and even religious
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people from amongst the Hindus too eat beef. There are more than a
couple of thousand sects amongst the Hindus in India. And most of
them eat beef. Hence the endeavour of the Gau Rakshaks don't have a
clear support from the majority of Hindus themselves.
Now let's jump to another topic on how politics play in India with
regards to beef in India.

Politics On Cow
Protection
Chapter 5

I

n India, the parties and organisations that work towards
Hindutva - Indianness, claim that they will do all that is possible to

stop the slaughtering of cows. And the political party in power today,
the BJP claims that exact narrative to protect cows.
In the name of preservation of cows, many people have been lynched
by the mobs. The mobs consist men mostly of those who get some sort
of moral support from the organisations that work for the protection of
cows. Many Muslims and Dalits have been lynched and attacked in
public for transporting cattle, or for allegedly storing beef.
The movement that was brought by the BJP is a stepping stone to all of
these brutal incidents. The BJP however doesn't openly support the
killers. But they don't even work to put an end to these kind of
barbarous incidents.
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The people who are attacked are the members from the Muslim
community and the Dalit community, while beef is freely consumed by
the Hindus, Christians, Muslims and other people. What's this trend of
killing Muslims on the pretext of protecting the cows! There's a clear
absurdity in all of these attacks made. Moreover, the beef exports have
not stopped, although complete control is there with the central
government to take decision on that. The Gau Rakshaks don't attack
the BJP for exporting beef! They don't attack the BJP leaders who have
slaughter houses that slaughter cattle every day! Why's that they kill
only the Muslims and the Dalits in the name of protecting the cattle!
Why are they blind towards their protagonist party!
It appears that the issue of cow protection is the one used against the
Muslims, only to "nd reasons to attack them for no logical end. And by
doing this, a sense of polarisation is created in the political climate, that
is expected to "ll the vote banks during elections. This is the only reason
that a thinking person may conclude with.
And very importantly, the then BJP party president Mr. Amit Shah
even declared that the BJP will not interfere in the dietary habits of the
people of certain states, and that they will not call for ban on beef in
those states, where the majority of the beef eaters there are the Hindus.
This is the point that makes every inquiring mind go numb. What's the
whole manifesto all about? Why is this kind of hollowness in their
mission! What do they want to achieve by doing all of these things!
When Amit Shah, the current Home Minister of India from the ruling
BJP party had visited the state of Meghalaya, the people there amongst
the Non-Muslims protested against the BJP's interest towards banning
beef. The organisations there even organized a beef party and a protest
to show their displeasure against the BJP.
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India Today published an article on the 22nd April, 2015, with a
heading Amit Shah welcomed with a beef party in Meghalaya
BJP party president Amit Shah who visited the Meghalaya on
Wednesday as part of his north-east tour seeking to strengthen party base
and urging workers to make public the alleged corruption by ruling
Congress party in Meghalaya.
While the beef party was organised by the Thma U Rangli Juki (TUR),
a pressure group, the bandh was imposed by the proscribed militant
group, the Hynniewtrep National Liberation Council. (16)
After understanding that the people of Meghalaya wouldn't
compromise with their dietary habits and culture, the BJP made a
declaration that it wouldn't impose the ban on beef in Meghalaya, and
that the BJP will not interfere in their dietary habits.
The Economic Times published an article on the 6th June, 2017, with a
heading No move to impose beef ban in Meghalaya: BJP
NEW DELHI: The BJP today termed as "false and malicious untruth"
reports that it wants to impose a ban on beef in Meghalaya as another
party leader in the state quit protesting the Centre's controversial
notiﬁcation on cattle.
The party said any such decision is for the state government to take.
Nalin Kohli, who is Meghalaya in-charge for the BJP, blamed the
Congress for spreading this "malicious untruth" and accused it of
communalising the political agenda in the state going to polls next year.
The North Garo Hills district BJP president, Bachu Marak, had
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yesterday resigned from the party over the Centre's ban on the sale of
cattle in markets for slaughter.
"I cannot compromise on the sentiments of the Garos. As a Garo, it is my
responsibility to protect the interest of my community. Beef eating is part
of our culture and tradition. Imposition of BJP's non-secular ideology on
us is not acceptable," Bachu said after the resignation.
Kohli said the party "welcomed" his resignation as it was going to take
disciplinary action against him as he and some others were working to
sabotage its prospects.
Consumption of beef is common in much of the north eastern states and
the saﬀron party, whose many leaders are vocal against beef-eating, has
been accused by its rivals of working to impose a ban in the region as well.
"The dirty tricks department of the Congress is trying to communalise the
agenda with a false and malicious untruth that the BJP wants to impose
a beef ban on the state of Meghalya.
"Nothing is farther from the truth since under our constitutional scheme,
the central government cannot encroach on the area of what a state
government has to decide," Kohli said.
The BJP's single point agenda for Meghalaya is Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's 'Sabka Saath Sabka Vikas' and it is gearing up to
contest the assembly elections on this positive agenda of development, he
said. (17)
In Kerala, the BJP party leaders joined hands with the RSS and started a
cooperative society to sell beef. This shows how the BJP's movement
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against banning beef across the entire subcontinent is impossible.
The National Herald published an article on the 4th July, 2017 with a
heading BJP, RSS join hands to sell beef in Kerala: Deshabhimani
report
In a major embarrassment to the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), which
has been showcasing its cow protection agenda in several parts of the
country, its unit in Thrissur district of Kerala, in association with the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), has started a cooperative society to
sell beef among other varieties of meat.
The society, according to a report published by Malayalam
daily Deshabhimani on Tuesday, has been framed under the
stewardship of BJP district president A Nagesh and secretary TS Ullas
Babu.
“The Cattle Meat Manufacturing Cooperative Society has A Nagesh as
the chief promoter, besides several other prominent local BJP and RSS
leaders as members of the executive body which shall monitor its daily
functioning,” the report stated.
Ironically, Narendra Modi had whipped up cow-slaughter hysteria by
denouncing what he called “pink revolution” in his speeches during 2014
parliamentary elections campaign.
Even though India continues to be one of the biggest exporters of beef,
despite BJP coming into power, vigilantism in the name of cow protection
has triggered a cycle of mob lynchings of Dalits and Muslims in several
BJP-ruled states.
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BJP, however, has always maintained double standards when it comes to
states where beef is widely consumed, especially in the Christian-majority
northeastern states.
Incidentally, states like West Bengal, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and to some
extent Karnataka, have already registered their protest against ‘beef
ban.’ Opening of cooperative societies for selling beef in Kerala is seen as a
crafty move to gain political ground in beef-consuming states.
Meanwhile, the society, the Deshabhimani report said, has already set up
an oﬃce near Thiruvampady temple in the city centre to procure, process
and sell meat, that includes beef, and ﬁsh.
As per the bylaws stipulated by the cooperative society, it will rear cattle
for meat, regulate its sale according to wholesale and retail schemes and
establish a supermarket to sell diﬀerent types of meat products, the report
read, adding that the society was also planning to start a cold storage
facility to store meat.
“The society was also aiming to start a chain of restaurants in the district,
besides setting up a mobile store for selling meat and poultry products,”
the report further stated, adding, “the society aims at doubling their sales
during festival season.” (18)
In another occasion the BJP candidate himself made an announcement
that if he was elected, he would help to sell halaal beef in Kerala.
The News Minute published an article on 2nd April, 2017 with a
heading BJP’s beef duality? Kerala BJP leader ensures quality meat
if he is elected.
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BJP candidate N Sreeprakash said he would make good ‘halal’ beef is
available at clean slaughterhouses.
In Uttar Pradesh, the BJP has started a crackdown on illegal
slaughterhouses. In Gujarat and Chattisgarh, the BJP wants stringent
punishment for those who slaughter cows.
But in Kerala’s Malappuram, the party’s candidate is singing a
diﬀerent tune.
BJP candidate N Sreeprakash told media on Saturday that he would
make sure that good ‘halal’ beef is supplied at clean slaughterhouses if
elected.
Addressing the media, he said that it was illegal to consume or slaughter
cows in states where it was banned. “There is no ban here on cow
slaughter, that is a misconception,” he said.
Kerala has no restrictions on sale and consumption of cow meat and the
Malappuram region has a considerable population of beef eaters.
Sreeprakash added that he would start clean slaughterhouses in the
region. He also blamed people to blame the Congress for banning beef in
many states.
Following Sreeprakash’s statement, a senior Kerala BJP leader on
Sunday said the party's state unit holds nothing against consumption of
beef in the southern state since there is no ban on it.
"As long as Kerala does not have a beef ban and people eat what they
want, the BJP state unit is not against its consumption. The issue comes
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into play when there is a ban. Currently, there is no ban and hence
nothing against the law," Bharatiya Janata Party's state General
Secretary M.T. Ramesh told IANS.
"Cow meat is banned in most parts of the country while buﬀalo meat is
not. As far as Kerala is concerned, there is no ban and hence what
Sriprakash said is not against the law in Kerala," Ramesh said.
Kerala BJP’s stand remains to be very diﬀerent from BJP leaders
elsewhere.
"We will hang those who kill cows. I don't think it has happened in the
last 15 years (of BJP rule). If it happens, we will hang those who dare do
it," Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Raman Singh said on Saturday.
Many criticized the BJP for its hypocrisy. (19)
Even in Goa, the BJP had to take a back step, as the people of Goa are
beef eaters, and they didn't want to accept the beef ban.
The Outlook published an article on 10th January 2018, with the
heading Anyone Who Interferes In Import Of Beef In Goa Will
Be Punished, Says Chief Minister Manohar Parrikar.
The traders resorted to the protest after Gau Raksha Abhiyaan, an
NGO, had allegedly targeted trucks carrying beef from Karnataka,
claiming that animals are slaughtered in illegal slaughterhouses across
the state border.
In an apparent snub to 'gau rakshaks', Goa Chief Minister Manohar
Parrikar said today that if anybody interferes in the legal import of beef
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would be punished, a day after meat traders in the state withdrew their
strike called to protest harassment by cow vigilantes.
The beef traders called oﬀ their four-day-long strike yesterday, citing
assurance by the police that they would not allow harassment of dealers
who import beef from Belagavi in Karnataka at the state border.
The strike had created scarcity of beef in Goa.
The traders resorted to the protest after Gau Raksha Abhiyaan, an NGO,
had allegedly targeted trucks carrying beef from Karnataka, claiming
that animals are slaughtered in illegal slaughterhouses across the state
border.
"I will see to it that if anyone interferes in the legal import (of beef), I will
ensure that he is punished," the chief minister told reporters when asked
about the incidents where vehicles carrying beef were stopped by cow
vigilantes on the Goa-Karnataka border.
The chief minister said he had asked the police to go strictly by law.
"I have told police that they have to go by law. Legal provisions say that if
there are documents and if there is proper billing, you cannot stop anyone
from importing things," he said.
Parrikar said the police must check legal documents related to the
commodity (beef) at the state border.
"If everything is proper, no one should be allowed to interfere," he said in
an oblique reference to the cow vigilante groups.
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Former Congress MP Francis Sardinha yesterday alleged that many cow
vigilantes were "sponsored" by the BJP-led state government which, he
said, wanted to please their "bosses in the RSS".
The slaughter houses in Karnataka had refused to supply meat till the
Goa government took steps to stop the harassment by cow vigilante groups.
Around 25 tonnes of beef is brought to Goa from Belagavi every day. (20)
In fact Amit Shah himself declared that the BJP will not interfere in
Goa with regards to the imposing of beef ban.
India published an article on 2nd July, 2017, with a heading BJP has
no Plan to Ban Beef in Goa: Amit Shah
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) national president Amit Shah on
Saturday made it clear that the ruling party has no plan to ban beef in
Goa. The BJP president is on two-day visit to Goa from July 1 to discuss
the party’s organisational issues with the local leadership. (21)
The Constitution of India on eating beef
What does the Constitution of India say about eating beef? Under the
article 48, there are laws that protect the cows and calves from being
slaughtered.
The prohibition of cow slaughter is also one of the Directive Principles
of State Policy contained in Article 48 of the Constitution. It reads,
"The State shall endeavour to organise agriculture and animal
husbandry on modern and scienti"c lines and shall, in particular, take
steps for preserving and improving the breeds, and prohibiting the
slaughter of cows and calves and other milch and draught cattle."
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The directive principle says that the states "shall" endeavour. It doesn't
say that the states "must" endeavour. So that makes us understand that
the article suggests something to be implemented; and doesn't issue any
order or ultimatum. Moreover it also mentions that it is for the states
within the Indian subcontinent to decide what is suitable for their
people and their culture. Some states have legislated laws to ban the
slaughter of cows, oxen etc. Some states have certain conditions for
slaughtering the cattle - the age and the gender of the cattle in most
cases are speci!ed. They have stipulated certain conditions for
slaughtering the cattle; which is in fact certi!cation of cattle. The right
to life and livelihood is also a matter debated during all of this.
Directive principles talk about protecting the cows and calves, with the
spirit to preserve the lives of the cattle that needs to be productive until
they are alive. That could also mean to protect the milk giving cows and
ploughing oxen, to ensure that they are not slaughtered until they are
too old to produce milk, or old to plough in the agricultural lands. The
directive principle also can be interpreted to protect the calves to let
them grow up to a certain size and age before being slaughtered. It
would also mean to protect certain breeds to save them from getting
extinct. The directive principles and all the laws pertaining to the
preservation of the cattle are all subjective. There's no absolute law to
stop the slaughtering of the cattle. Hence each state implements the
article 48 according to the local traditions and cultures of its people.
Several State Governments and Union Territories have enacted cattle
preservation laws in one form or the other. Arunachal Pradesh, Kerala,
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Tripura and Lakshadweep have
absolutely got no legislation in the protection of cattle and its progeny.
Kerala is a major consumer of beef, and has no restriction on the
slaughter of cattle. Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Goa, Mizoram,
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Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura and West Bengal are all states where
there are no restrictions on cow slaughter.
Some of the Indian Courts' famous judgements
on slaughtering cows
Much of the law can be understood by the judgements passed by the
Indian courts during various circumstances.
In 1958, Muslims of Bihar petitioned the Supreme Court of India, that
the ban on cow slaughter violated their religious right. The Court
unanimously rejected their claim.
In several cases, such as Mohammed Hanif Qureshi Vs State of Bihar
(AIR 1959 SCR 629), Hashmatullah Vs State of Madhya Pradesh,
Abdul Hakim and others v. State of Bihar (AIR 1961 SC 448)
and Mohd. Faruk v. State of Madhya Pradesh, the Supreme Court has
held that, "A total ban (on cattle slaughter) was not permissible if, under
economic conditions, keeping useless bull or bullock be a burden on the
society and therefore not in the public interest". (22)
Some may say that the cattle are always useful and never a burden, since
they give cow dung that is used as fuel for cooking in the villages. But to
get that cow dung, the animals need to be fed with fodder! No villager
would want to spend thousands of money a month in order to only use the
cow dung as fuel. That idea doesn't strike well with the economic needs of
the farmers.
In May 2016, the Bombay High Court gave the judgement that
consumption or possession of beef is legal under Article 21 of Constitution
of India, but upheld the ban on cow slaughter in the State of
Maharashtra. (23) (24)
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The Supreme Court of India heard a case between 2004 and 2017. The
case petitioned the Court to order a ban on the common illegal treatment
of animals during transport and slaughter. In February 2017, the Court
ordered State Governments to stop the illegal slaughterhouses and set up
enforcement committees to monitor the treatment of animals used for
meat and leather. (25)
So the judgment is not against slaughtering the cattle. It is about
treating the cattle well before slaughtering them in legal
slaughterhouses.
Such are the judgements given by the courts in India, based on the local
scenarios of the states that is driven by the local culture of the people of
the states. All the above judgements prove that there's no article that
calls for an absolute ban on slaughtering of cattle in India.
Let's now move on to the next chapter that talks about the religious
texts on eating beef.

Religious Texts Of
The Indians On Eating Beef
Chapter 6

H

indus, Muslims, Christians, Jews, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains and
other communities live in India. When one cites references

from the ancient scriptures, one would come to know that the people
of the ancient India were accustomed to eating beef.
M.K. Gandhi, the freedom "ghter whom the Indians revere as the
'father of the nation', writes in his book 'Hindu Dharma' that when he
asked the scholars of Hinduism about the eating of beef, he was given
to understand that even the Brahmins of the old were also beef eaters.
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Words of Gandhiji
Here below are his words:
"I know there are scholars who tell us that cow-sacriﬁce is mentioned in
the Vedas. I remember when I was a high school student we read a
sentence in our Sanskrit text book to the eﬀect that the Brahmins of the old
used to eat beef. That exercised my mind greatly and I used to wonder
and ask myself whether what was written could be after all true. But as I
grew up the conviction slowly forced itself upon me that even if the text on
which these statements were based was actually part of the Vedas, the
interpretation put upon it could not be correct. I had conceived of another
way out of the diﬃculty. This was purely for personal satisfaction. "If the
Vedic text under reference was incapable of bearing any other
interpretation than the literal", I said to myself "the Brahmins who were
alleged to be eating beef had the power to bring the slaughtered animals
back to life again". But that is neither here nor there. The speculation does
not concern the general mass of the Hindus. I do not claim to be a Vedic
scholar. I have read Sanskrit scriptures largely in translation. A layman
like myself, therefore, can hardly have any locus standi in a controversy
like this. But I have conﬁdence in myself. Therefore I do not hesitate to
freely express to others my opinions based on my inner experience. It may
be that we may not be all able to agree as to the exact meaning and
signiﬁcance of cow protection. For Hinduism does not rest on the authority
of one book or one prophet; nor does it possess a common creed - like the
kalma of Islam - accepted to all. That renders a common deﬁnition of
Hinduism a bit diﬃcult, but therein lies strength also". (26)
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Words of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, the 'father of the Indian Constitution' writes in his
book that the Hindus of the olden generations were beef eaters.
Here are his words:
"That the Hindus at one time did kill cows and did eat beef is proved
abundantly by the description of the Yajnas given in the Buddhist Sutras
which relate to periods much later than the Vedas and the Brahmanas.
The scale on which the slaughter of cows and animals took place was
colossal. It is not possible to give a total of such slaughter on all accounts
committed by the Brahmins in the name of religion".
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, "Did the Hindus never eat Beef?", The
Untouchables, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Writings and Speeches. (27)
Words of Swami Vivekananda
Even Swami Vivekananda writes in his book 'The Complete Works of
Swami Vivekananda' that there was a time in India that no one could
remain a Hindu if he didn't eat beef. He also says further that beef was
served in Indian societies, to guests who visited the houses.
Here are his words:
“You will be astonished if I tell you that, according to the old ceremonials,
he is not a good Hindu who does not eat beef. On certain occasions he must
sacriﬁce a bull and eat it.
(The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, Vol 3. Buddhistic India)
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Swami Vivekananda also said:
There was a time in this very India when, without eating beef, no
Brahmin could remain a Brahmin; you read in the Vedas how, when a
Sannyasin, a king, or a great man came into a house, the best bullock was
killed; how in time it was found that as we were an agricultural race,
killing the best bulls meant annihilation of the race. Therefore the
practice was stopped, and a voice was raised against the killing of cows.
Sometimes we ﬁnd existing then what we now consider the most horrible
customs.“ (28)
(The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, Volume 3. Reply to the
Address at Madura)
Hinduism’s greatest propagator Swami Vivekananda said thus: “You
will be surprised to know that according to ancient Hindu rites and
rituals, a man cannot be a good Hindu who does not eat beef”. (The
Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, vol.3, p. 536).
Let's quickly look into what the religious scriptures of the Indians say
about eating beef.
The Hindu Scriptures
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar writes in the article 'Did the Hindus never
eat beef':
Some of the Hindu scriptures talk of prohibition of slaughtering the cow
for the sake of its meat.
There are two passages in the Satapatha Brahmana which relate to
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animal sacriﬁce and beef-eating. One is at 111.1.2.21 and reads as
follows:
"He (the Adhvaryu) then makes him enter the hall. Let him not eat (the
ﬂesh) of either the cow or the ox, for the cow and the ox doubtless support
everything here on earth. The gods spoke, ‘verily, the cow and the ox
support everything here; come, let us bestow on the cow and the ox whatever
vigour belonged to other species (of animals); and therefore the cow and
the ox eat most. Hence were one to eat (the ﬂesh) of an ox or a cow, there
would be, as it were, an eating of everything, or, as it were, a going to the
end (or, to destruction)... Let him therefore not eat (the ﬂesh) of the cow
and the ox."
The above verse talks of discouraging the eating of beef. However some
have also interpreted it as the milk giving cows and beneﬁcial oxen are
the animals that were discouraged from being slaughtered. As observed
by Mr. Kane: "It was not that the cow was not sacred in Vedic times, it
was because of her sacredness that it is ordained in the Vajasaneyi
Samhita that beef should be eaten". (Dharma Shastra Vichar in
Marathi, p.180)
The verses of Vedas talk about the permissibility of cows and oxen being
slaughtered for sacriﬁces and food.
In Rig Veda (X. 86.14) Indra says: ‘They cook for one 15 plus twenty
oxen".
The Rig Veda (X.91.14) says that for Agni were sacriﬁced horses, bulls,
oxen, barren cows and rams.
From the Rig Veda (X.72.6) it appears that the cow was killed with a
sword or axe.
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As to the testimony of the Satapatha Bramhana, can it be said to be
conclusive? Obviously, it cannot be. For there are passages in the other
Brahmanas which give a diﬀerent opinion. To give only one instance.
Among the Kamyashtis set forth in the Taittiriya Bramhana, not only
the sacriﬁce of oxen and cows is laid down, but we are even told what kind
and description of oxen and cows are to be oﬀered to what deities.
Thus a dwarf ox is to be chosen for sacriﬁce to Vishnu; a drooping
horned bull with a blaze on the forehead to Indra as the destroyer of
Vritra, a black cow to Pushan, a red cow to Rudra and so on.
The Taittiriya Brahmana notes another sacriﬁce called
Panchasaradiya-Seva, the most important element of which was the
immolation of seventeen ﬁve-year old humpless dwarf bulls, and as many
dwarf heifers under three year old.
As against the statement of the Apastamba Dharma Sutra, the following
points may be noted. First is the contrary statement contained in that very
Sutra. At 15, 14, 29, the Sutra says: "The cow and the bull are sacred and
therefore should be eaten". The second is the prescription of Madhuparka
contained in the Grahya Sutras.
In the Samyuta Nikaya (111, 1-9) we have another description of a
Yajna performed by Pasenadi, king of Kosala. It is said that ﬁve
hundred bulls, ﬁve hundred calves and many heifers, goats and rams
were led to the pillar to be sacriﬁced. (29)
Historian Wendy Doniger writes:
Even when one passage in the “Shatapatha Brahmana” (3.1.2.21)
forbids the eating of either cow or bull, a revered ancient Hindu sage
named Yajnavalkya immediately contradicts it, saying that, nevertheless,
he eats the meat of both cow and bull, “as long as it’s tender.”
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It was the Sanskrit epic, the Mahabharata (composed between 300 B.C.
and A.D. 300) that explained the transition to the non eating of cows in
a famous myth:
“Once, when there was a great famine, King Prithu took up his bow
and arrow and pursued the Earth to force her to yield nourishment for
his people. The Earth assumed the form of a cow and begged him to
spare her life; she then allowed him to milk her for all that the people
needed.”
Historian Romila Thapar describes as a "matter of status" - the higher
the caste, the greater the food restrictions. Various religious sanctions were
used to impose prohibition on beef eating, but, as Thapar demonstrates,
"only among the upper castes". (30)
Manusmriti (Chapter 5 / Verse 30) says, “It is not sinful to eat meat of
eatable animals, for Brahma has created both the eaters and the
eatables.”
Manusmriti (5 / 35) states: When a man who is properly engaged in a
ritual does not eat meat, after his death he will become a sacriﬁcial
animal during twenty-one rebirths.
Maharishi Yagyavalkya says in Shatpath Brahman (3/1/2/21) that, “I
eat beef because it is very soft and delicious.”
Apastamb Grihsutram (1/3/10) says, “The cow should be slaughtered on
the arrival of a guest, on the occasion of ‘Shraddha’ of ancestors and on
the occasion of a marriage.”
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Rigveda (10/85/13) declares, “On the occasion of a girl’s marriage,
oxen and cows are slaughtered.”
Rigveda (6/17/1) states that “Indra used to eat the meat of cow, calf,
horse and bu"alo.”
Vashistha Dharmasutra (11/34) writes, “If a Brahmin refuses to eat the
meat o"ered to him on the occasion of ‘Shraddha’ or worship, he goes
to hell.”
Mukandilal writes in his book ‘Cow Slaughter – Horns of a Dilemma’,
page 18: "In ancient India, cow-slaughter was considered auspicious on
the occasions of some ceremonies. Bride and groom used to sit on the
hide of a red ox in front of the 'Vedi' (alter)".
A renowned scholar of scriptures Dr. Pandurang Vaman Kane says,"
Bajsancyi Samhita sancti#es beef-eating because of its purity".
(Dharmashastra Vichar Marathi, page 180)
Adi Shankaracharya’s commentary on Brihdaranyakopanishad 6/4/18
says: ‘Odan’ (rice) mixed with meat is called ‘Mansodan’. On being
asked whose meat it should be, he answers ‘Uksha’. ‘Uksha’ is used for
an ox, which is capable to produce semen.
The book ‘The History and Culture of the Indian People', published
by Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan, Bombay, edited by renowned
historian R.C. Majumdar (Vol.2, page 578) says: "this is said in the
Mahabharat that King Rantidev used to kill two thousand other
animals in addition to two thousand cows daily in order to give their
meat in charity".
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It seems a great majority of the followers of Hinduism are not in contact
with their religious scriptures, thus falling an easy prey to the fascist forces
like the Sangh Parivar who have nothing to oﬀer to the Indian society
save hatred. (31)
Beef mentioned in the Mahabharata
In the Mahabharata Anushasan Parva Chapter No.88, it is mentioned
that Yuddhisthir the eldest brother of the Pandavas asked Bhishm that
what we should oﬀer in Yagna (Pooja) so that our ancestors will be
satisﬁed. To this Bhishm replied that if you give herbs and shrubs the
ancestors will be satisﬁed for one month, if you give ﬁsh for 2 months, if
you give mutton for 3 months, if you give hare for 4 months, if you give
beef 11 months, if you give cattle meat then one full year and if you give
red meat of rhinoceros the ancestors will be satisﬁed inexhaustibly. (32)
From Ramayana, Ayodhya Kandam, 2:52:88
“Oh, charming goddess! I, Sita, greet you and extol you too. When Rama
the tiger among men safely returns and regains his kingdom, I shall give
away a lakh of cows, soft clothing and food to brahmanas with intent to
please you.” (33)
Ramayana, Ayodhya Kandam, 2:52:89:
“Oh, goddess! After reaching back the city of Ayodhya, I shall worship you
with thousand pots of spirituous liquor and jellied meat with cooked rice
well prepared for the solemn rite.”
Lakshmana and Rama were hunting deer.
Ramayana, Aranya Kandam, 2:52:102:
"Having hunted there four deer, namely Varaaha, Rishya, Prisata; and
Mahaaruru (the four principal species of deer) and taking quickly the
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portions that were pure, being hungry as they were, Rama and
Lakshmana reached a tree to take rest in the evening".
Sita tells Ravana in the disguise of a Brahmin that, Rama will bring
back deer, reptiles and wild boar for meal.
Ramayana [3-47-22b, 23]:
“Be comfortable for a moment, here it is possible for you to make a
sojourn, and soon my husband will be coming on taking plentiful forest
produce, and on killing stags, mongooses, wild boars he fetches
meat, aplenty". (34)
Delhi University's Historian Professor D.N. Jha’s “The Myth of the
Holy Cow” has all such references in great detail.
Professor Ram Puniyani says that beef and cow's fat was administered
as medicine in Charak Samhita.
In therapeutic section of Charak Samhita (pages 86-87) the ﬂesh of cow is
prescribed as a medicine for various diseases. It is also prescribed for
making soup. It is emphatically advised as a cure for irregular fever. The
fat of the cow is recommended for debility and rheumatism. (35)
There are many texts from the Hindu scriptures that suggest that the
Vedas allowed Ashwamedha and Gomedha sacri"ces - Horse sacri"ces
and Cattle sacri"ces. The Hindus of the old were meat eaters. It was
due to the in#uence of Buddhism and Jainism, the leaders of Hinduism
started to make some restrictions towards consuming meat.
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What does the Jewish Scriptures say about beef eating?
Some meat was restricted by dietary laws.
“You may eat any animal that has a split hoof completely divided
and that chews the cud” (Leviticus 11:3). The key word is “and,” for
Leviticus 11 continues to describe the animals that have one or another
attribute, but not both at the same time, e.g., the camel, coney, rabbit, and
pig. Of them, it says, “You must not eat their meat or touch their
carcasses” (Leviticus 11:4-8). This leaves the sheep, goat, ox, steer, and wild
game, e.g., gazelle, deer, roebuck, wild goat, wild ox and chamois. Even
ritually ﬁt animals, however, were subject to certain regulations and
methods of preparation. (36)
Christian Scriptures permit to eat beef
Deuteronomy 14:3-8 English Standard Version (ESV):
3 “You shall not eat any abomination.
4 These are the animals you may eat: the ox, the sheep, the goat,
5 The deer, the gazelle, the roebuck, the wild goat, the ibex,[a] the
antelope, and the mountain sheep.
6 Every animal that parts the hoof and has the hoof cloven in two and
chews the cud, among the animals, you may eat.
7 Yet of those that chew the cud or have the hoof cloven you shall not
eat these: the camel, the hare, and the rock badger, because they
chew the cud but do not part the hoof, are unclean for you.
8 And the pig, because it parts the hoof but does not chew the cud, is
unclean for you. Their "esh you shall not eat, and their carcasses you
shall not touch.
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Islamic scriptures too permit beef
In accordance with the general principles of Islamic Law, beef is
essentially lawful. Allah says: “It is He who created for you all that is in
the Earth.” (Qur'an, 2:29)
Allah also says: “It is He who has put forth the Earth for His creatures.”
(Qur'an, 55:10)
Jabir, one of the companions of Prophet Muhammad said that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) slaughtered a cow on `A’ishah’s behalf on the
Day of Sacriﬁce'. (Sahih Muslim, 1319)
It is also supported by the fact that `A’ishah, one of the wives of Prophet
Muhammad said: “The Prophet (peace be upon him) sacriﬁced cows on
behalf of his wives.” (Sahih Al Bukhaari, 5559)
From this, it would seem apparent that, in Islamic Law, beef
consumption is lawful.
The Qur'an permits to eat beef in 16:5: "And the grazing livestock He
(God) has created for you; in them is warmth and [numerous] beneﬁts,
and from them you eat".
The Qur'an permits to drink the milk of cattle in 16:66: "And indeed,
for you in grazing livestock is a lesson. We give you drink from what is in
their bellies - between excretion and blood - pure milk, palatable to
drinkers”.
The Qur'an permits to use the leather of cattle in 16:80: "And Allah has
made for you from your homes a place of rest and made for you from the
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hides of the animals tents which you ﬁnd light on your day of travel and
your day of encampment; and from their wool, fur and hair is
furnishing and enjoyment for a time".
Qur'an says in 16:114: Then eat of what Allah has provided for you
[which is] lawful and good. And be grateful for the favour of Allah, if it
is [indeed] Him that you worship.
Qur'an prohibits the eating of somethings in 16:115: He has only
forbidden to you dead animals, blood, the ﬂesh of swine, and that which
has been dedicated to other than Allah. But whoever is forced [by
necessity], neither desiring [it] nor transgressing [its limit] - then
indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.
And Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) forbade from eating the
meat of many animals that are not good for health.
The Qur'an says in 51:26 that Prophet Abraham brought beef to be
served to his guests: "Then he went to his family and came with a fat
[roasted] calf".
The Muslims sacri"ce animals during their festival called Eid-ul-Ad'haa,
which is also called as Bakrid in India. The meat gotten from the
sacri"ces are shared amongst the families, poor and the relatives.
The Qur'an says that God is not in need of the blood or the meat of the
animals that get slaughtered during this occasion. But the Godconsciousness is what reaches God Almighty Allah.
The Qur'an says in 22:37:
"Their meat will not reach Allah, nor will their blood, but what reaches
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Him is piety from you. Thus have We subjected them to you that you may
glorify Allah for that [to] which He has guided you; and give good
tidings to the doers of good".
The Jain scriptures forbid non-veg food.
Jain Scriptures forbid the eating of all animals. They consider it to be
violence on animals to cause them pain.
What do the Buddhist Scriptures say?
According to the Buddhist monks, the Mahayana sect amongst the Buddhism
religion promote vegetarianism. The Theravada sect amongst Buddhism faith
doesn't stop the Buddhists from eating any meat; except the meat like that of
tiger and human. In fact Buddha was born in the family of Kshatriyas, who
were the sects that were the administrators and rulers accustomed to live a nonvegetarian diet. According to the Buddhists from the Theravada sect, Buddha
was against the idea of killing the animals for sacriﬁcing to please deities, and
was against the killing the animals for food. But he didn't stop any from eating
the non-vegetarian diet that was sourced from dead animals or food that was
given as alms by the people to the Buddhists. This is based on his philosophy of
ahimsa - nonviolence. There are texts in the Buddhist scriptures, where it says
that Buddha was given pork to eat by his devotee. And that happened to be his
last supper. (37) (38) (39)
What do the Sikhs say about eating beef?
According to the Sikhs, there's no prohibition for eating beef in the Sikh
religion. However the Sikhs may have given up to eat beef, only to keep the
local Hindu population happy. But the Sikhs who live in other parts of the
western or middle eastern world are given instructions to eat only the meat
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derived after killing the animals through Jhatka; and not through the halaal
method of Zabiha that is followed by the Muslims. The Sikhs believe that the
animals die with the least pain through the Jhatka method. And the Muslims
believe that the animals die with the least pain through the halaal method,
and that the animals slaughtered only through the halaal method are
deemed lawful to be eaten as food. Similarly the Jews do have their Kosher
meats that are lawful for them to be eaten. (40)
And even across the world, most of the other religions are endorsing the
eating of beef, and it is clearly understood that the ancestors of Indians were
used to eating beef. And the culture is still prevalent in India amongst various
communities amongst the Hindus, Muslims, Christians and others.
Let me share some practices amongst the Hindus. The Hindus of India,
Nepal and Pakistan slaughter animals during their festivals and sacri!cial
days for the deities.
In Nepal, the Hindus of Nepal slaughter lakhs of cattle on the occasion of
Gadhimai festival, to worship goddess Gadhimai, the goddess Parvathi in
the language of the Nepalese.
The BBC published an article on 03 December 2019 with a heading
Gadhimai: Nepal's animal sacri!ce festival goes ahead despite 'ban'
According to animal activists who travelled to a remote corner of Nepal for the
festival, it was followed by the deaths of thousands of buﬀalo.
Some 200,000 animals were killed during the last festival, in 2014.
The tradition dates back to a priest who was told about 250 years ago in a
dream that spilled blood would encourage Gadhimai, the Hindu goddess of
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power, to free him from prison. For the hundreds of thousands of devotees
who travel to the temple from India and Nepal, it is an opportunity to
have their wishes fulﬁlled.
"I had four sisters. Eight years ago, I made a wish for a brother and the
goddess blessed us with him," Priyanka Yadav, of Janakpur, explained to
BBC Nepali. (41)
During Durga Puja in India, the Hindus in West Bengal and Odisha
slaughter cattle.
The Financial Express published an article on 29th September, 2017
with the heading Durga Puja 2017: Hundreds of animals sacri!ced
in Chhatar Jatra festival
Hundreds of animals were sacriﬁced today at Bhawanipatna in
Odisha's Kalahandi district on the occasion of famous Chhatar Jatra of
the goddess Manikeswari, oﬃcials said. (42)
The Statesman published an article in 2019, with the heading Several
animals sacri!ced in North Dinajpur temples
Despite an extensive campaign launched by the People For Animals
group, more than 800 goats were sacriﬁced at the Baira Kalimata
Mandir in Kaliyaganj and the Ekarchala Kalimate Mandir in
Goalpokhar in North Dinajpur district yesterday night. Around 500 hegoats were sacriﬁced by devotees in the Baira Kalimata Mandir, while
more than 300 such goats were sacriﬁced in the Ekarchhala Kalimata
Mandir, sources said today.
“Goddess Kali is being worshiped for more than 150 years here. Our
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concrete temple was set up in 1966, and since then, this temple has become
very popular. Driven by old beliefs, people sacriﬁce goats and pigeons in
our temple during Kali Puja. They believe that they get what they want
from the Goddess if they make such sacriﬁces,” the Secretary of the Baira
Kalimata Mandir Committee in Kaliyaganj, Bidyut Bikash Bhadra,
said. “During Kali Puja, devotees from diﬀerent parts of our district,
and places like Balurghat, Malda, Kolkata, Siliguri and Berhampur
turn up in Kaliyaganj to witness our puja. (43)
Scroll published an article 16th September, 2015 with the heading 'In
my religion, meat is Ma Kali’s prasad': A Shakto Hindu objects to
enforced vegetarianism
I belong to a clan of Shaktos (devotees of the Mother Goddess or Shakti)
and we worship Ma Durga and Ma Kali. It’s my fortune that I live in
Kolkata’s Chetla locality that is across the nearly-dead Adi Ganga (the
original ﬂow of the Ganga) river from the powerful divine seat of Ma
Kali called Kalighat. This Shaktipeeth is one of the holiest sites of our
Shakto universe. Here, our people have always oﬀered animals as sacriﬁce
to our divine mother. We consider this meat as Ma Kali’s prasad. For
those who can’t aﬀord to sacriﬁce a whole goat, the meat of animals that
have been oﬀered to the goddess are sold from small outlets near the
temple. (44)
In South India, in Tamilnadu, Kerala and Karnataka, the cattle gets
slaughtered during the festivals. Hence we may conclude that the
people of India still adhere to the customary practices and beliefs of
their ancestors.

Indian Philosophies
And Gomatha
Chapter 7

T

he cow is revered by some sections of the Hindus, to the e!ect
that they worship it as God. They call it the GoMatha, the

Cow Mother. When we ask them why they believe the cows to be God,
they say that the cows give milk everyday. And that's the reason for the
belief they say. Here are some arguments to sharpen the intellect.
Even Bu!aloes, Camels And Sheep Give Milk
If cows are considered god, just because they give milk every day, then
why aren't bu!aloes worshipped too; for they give more milk to the
Indians than the cows give. In places like Rajasthan, the native people
there even drink the milk of camels. How's that the camels are not
worshipped as gods, since they also give milk to drink?
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In India, in some places, the people also drink goat milk. Gandhiji
himself used to drink it. In that case, why is that the goats don't get to
be worshipped? In some parts of India, even donkey's milk is drank for
medical reasons. And I've never come across anyone worshipping the
donkeys in India.
If Cows Are Worshipped, Why Not Women?
If cows are considered god, just because they give milk, why aren't the
biological mothers worshipped in India? Every child born to a mother
is breast fed by her. In that case, why aren't the real mothers revered the
way the cows are revered? India being the land where goddesses are
being worshipped, is the same land where crimes against women take
place. Female infanticide and foeticide, dowry deaths, domestic
violence, rapes and sex abuse, desertion and abandoning wives,
prostitution and so on. And on another serious note, many of the
biological mothers are even sent to oldage homes in India. In some
cases, they are just let to be in seclusion without even caring for them.
Do the Indians take their mothers as gods? If not, then how is that they
take cows as gods?
Cows Are Merchandise Goods
If cows are regarded as gods, just because they give milk, then why is
that people engage in buying and selling of the cattle? Aren't
commodities supposed to be bought and sold? If they are treated as
merchandise livestock, then how is that consistent with worshipping
them?
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Cows Are Left To Stray
Cows in India are left to graze in the streets without being taken care.
They are left to eat from the garbage trash by the roadsides. If the
people really considered them with special reverence, why would they
leave them to starve? Why would they be left to eat rotten and
disgusting things on the streets?
Is The Whole Of Cow Sacred?
If cow's milk is considered sacred. If cow's urine and dung are
considered sacred, then why shouldn't the cow's meat be considered
sacred to get nutrition out of it! If all of the cow is blessed, then how
can the meat not be blessed?
Is God In Everything Or Not?
According to Advaita philosophy, God is believed to be in every animal
and every human. So the people believe god is everywhere and in
everything. And therefore they believe God to be present inside the
cows too. If that is the case, what's the harm in man eating the meat of
cow, when man is also considered to be God. Won't it mean that god
ate god according to the belief? And won't it mean that god has
transformed from one form to another?
Footwears Made Of Cow's Hide
If cows are regarded as gods, then how's that the Indian people wear
shoes and slippers made out of leather that is derived from the cattle?
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Bulls Are Used In The Fields
Even bulls too are being worshipped in India. But the same bulls are
used to transport goods. How consistent is this when one takes work
out of them in the !elds and in transportation? Is it possible to worship
the oxen, and also take work out of them?
These are all some random questions that are posed to thinking minds,
to contemplate on them and come out with a reasonable answer. I
haven't come across anyone giving an intellectual reply to the above
questions. If one can give me the answers, I would be very happy to
hear to them. But until then, the questions above are rock solid ones
that leaves the reader with a single question: Do the Indians truly
consider the cows as god or not?
Now let's proceed further to discuss about the next topic of rational
arguments on eating beef.

Rational Arguments
On Eating Beef
Chapter 8

W

hat do the people who eat beef say?

They have many rational arguments that make them feel unapologetic
about eating beef; like for instance, I've heard one young Christian boy
once buying beef from the meat shop. When I prodded him to answer
me as to why he eats beef, he gave me this answer: I like beef. It's tasty.
Life is short. Life is there to enjoy. Why should we not eat that which
we want to and like to?
The boy's candid statements made me understand that the little kids are
more clear about what they want. By the way, this person is also an
Indian.
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One elderly Hindu man wearing the sa!ron robe was once seen in a
video answering the questioner as to what he's doing at the Beef shop.
He said: I've to buy beef. I eat beef. There's nothing wrong with it. I'm
myself God. What's wrong in I eating beef.
This man had a carefree kind of attitude; just speaking his mind. Feeling
no remorse for eating what he wants to eat. By the way, he is also an
Indian, and a Hindu too.
Many Hindu women stand in queues to buy beef, at the early hours in
India. They relish in making beef curry to those of their folks whose
dietary habits include beef. It's part of their family culture and
tradition; simply inseparable from them.
Some even say: when we eat chicken, mutton, pork and eggs, what's
wrong in eating beef? According to Hinduism, even pig is revered.
Varaha is believed to be the avatar (incarnate) of the Hindu god
Vishnu, who takes the form of a boar (wild pig) to rescue goddess earth.
Varaha is listed as third in the Dashavatara, the ten principal avatars of
Vishnu. In that case why do people eat pork? Why don't they talk
against eating pork? How's that the Hindus have no vigilantes to stop
the slaughtering of pigs in India. That's a very powerful argument.
Many animals apart from the cow are considered holy by many
Hindus. Bu!aloes, rooster, goat, snake, monkey, rats, lion, tiger and
other animals are all mentioned with reverence, and are considered holy
within the Hindu religion. Bu!alo is believed to be the vehicle of
Yamaraja, the god of death. Every god and goddesses are given some
certain vehicles. Durga has a lion, Ganesha has a mouse, Shiva has bull
etc. (45)
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The Gods of Hindu religion have animals as their vehicles. Here below
are the names of some Gods and their holy animals:
Aditya—seven horses
Agni—the ram
Brahma—seven swans
Durga—the lion
Ganesha—the mouse
Indra—the elephant
Kartikya—the peacock
Lakshmi—the owl
Saraswati—the swan or the peacock
Shakti—the bull
Shani—the crow
Sheetala—the donkey
Shiva—Nandi, the bull
Varuna—seven swans
Vayu—a thousand horses
Vishnu—Garuda, the eagle & Adi Shesha, the serpent
Vishwakarma—the elephant
Yama—the male buﬀalo (46)
Bahuchara Mata is seated on a rooster. Also with the Vedic devi Aditi Aditi ﬂies across the boundless sky on a rooster. (47)
Even goats are considered sacred in Hindu religion.
Animal goat is mentioned both as a symbol and as a vehicle of Gods in
Hindu scriptures. In the Samkhya system of Hinduism, Prakriti is
depicted as a female goat. Prakriti represents the Mother Nature. The
colours of goat is red, black or white and represents the three gunas –
Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas.
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The vehicle of Goddess Kali is a black goat. Agni rides Mesha – a ram.
Kubera, the god of wealth, also has a ram as his vehicle. A ram is an
uncastrated adult male sheep.
After the self-immolation of Sati, Shiva beheads Daksha and later, on
repentance, Shiva breathes life into Daksha by replacing his head with
that of a goat.
Goat ﬁnds mention occasionally in Puranas and Vedas. It is mentioned
that the seed which fell from Prajapati transformed into a male-goat.
There are incidents in Puranas involving Indra and goat. Goat is also
mentioned in Tantric texts both as an animal and as a symbol.
Sadly, Goats are also sacriﬁced to Goddess Kali and other village deities.
Thousands of goats are sacriﬁced during festivals in Nepal and
in Eastern parts of India. This is something strange. When goat is the
vehicle of Goddess Kali, how can it be sacriﬁced? (48)
Some of them go to say: the Hindus worship everything as god. They
worship the cattle, monkeys, snakes, elephants, lions, rivers, trees, earth,
sun, moon, rain etc etc. Therefore they don't want to slaughter cattle
for food. I'm asking, aren't they drinking water from the rivers? Don't
they kill snakes if they enter homes? Don't they cut trees to widen the
roads? How's that they have no problem in killing all their other gods,
and have a problem only in killing cows for its meat? That's a very
intellectual question.
Some even say that it's part of the biological chain to eat beef. They say
that the lions and tigers in zoos and forests eat cattle. Do these
carnivorous animals commit crime by eating beef? So if that's not a
crime, then how can it be a crime when man eats the same beef? If the
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biological chain gets disrupted, then that will have a devastating e!ect
on our very ecosystem itself. And this argument is purely scienti"c.
The tiger is at the top of the food chain in all the ecosystems that it lives in.
As such, it keeps populations of it’s prey species in check. If not, these species
would expand resulting in excessive populations which totally ravage
their food source – vegetation. If the vegetation in the jungles is devastated
because of this excessive population, smaller animals and insects would
ﬁnd it hard to survive there.
If the insects moved to the crops in farmlands, then that could mean
damage of vital food sources, thereby impacting human communities.
(49)
Another argument by the logical mind. A single ox or a bu!alo in India
can give 250 kgs carcass, and about 200 kgs meat. To get the same
amount of meat from hens and roosters, a minimum of a 100 to 200
hen-folk needs to be slaughtered to feed the same amount of people
that a single ox or a bu!alo can feed. The argument is: Is it better to
slaughter one animal, or 200 animals for food? In fact, if one goes by
this argument, the people who slaughter hens for chicken, slaughter
more animals than those who slaughter cattle for food.
The other argument. If cattle are left as it is to breed and multiply, then
fodder will be at scarcity. The farmers take the cattle for grazing around
the "elds, and they also cultivate certain vegetation for its fodder. But
that would be based on the balance that they strike between cultivation
they do for meeting the needs of the people, and the cultivation they do
for the needs of the animals. Like you all know one very hard reality.
Only man buys the agricultural crops for money from the farmer. The
animals don't give cash or cheque to the fodder they are fed with.
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Why would the farmer shell out his hard earned money in feeding the
cattle that is of no use to them? And what would the farmer do if the
animals multiply in great numbers? Will he choose to feed the animals,
instead of cultivating for the market? What would the animals do when
they don't !nd enough food? They might run into the !elds to graze,
from the crops that are meant to be sold in the market. In that scenario,
the farmers will themselves drive away the stray cattle. In one such
cases, in the state of Uttar Pradesh, the farmers drove the cattle into the
government schools. And the children of the villages were unable to get
into their classrooms !lled with cows and cow dung. This is how issues
crop up due to man's deviance.
The NDTV published an article on 14th August, 2019 with the
heading Farmers Lock 200 Cows In Uttar Pradesh School,
Students Run For Shelter
The farmers were upset as the stray cattle were destroying their crops, and
they thought it best to lock them in the school in Sambhal. Police had to be
called in to pacify agitated farmers and the cattle were later moved out.
More than 200 cows were ushered into a government primary school in
Sambhal district of Uttar Pradesh and locked in on Tuesday even when
classes were going on.
The incident took place in Gonhat village. The farmers were upset as the
stray cattle were destroying their crops, and they thought it best to lock
them in the school.
On getting this information, Basic Shiksha Adhikari (BSA) Virendra
Pratap Singh rushed to the school and asked villagers to clear the premises
of the cattle.
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As the terriﬁed students locked themselves in their classes, police had to be
called in to pacify agitated farmers and the cattle were later moved out.
The oﬃcer instructed the police to register an FIR (First Information
Report) against the villagers who put the children's life in danger. (50)
This argument is very simple. Did the cow, at any given point in time,
say that it is the God of the Indians? None of us have ever witnessed
such a scenario. None of the rich class people who talk of protection of
cows, ever have cattle in their houses. If they consider the cows to be
their Gods, aren't they supposed to be treated as one? Why would they
be sent to the cowsheds, instead of keeping them in their main hall of
their very homes and worship them? We've found in many Hindu
houses, having Pooja rooms (rooms speci!c to worship), wherein idols
and pictures of their deities are kept with devotion. How's that the
cows don't have entry into their Pooja rooms, if they actually consider
them to be worshipped as their gods? Why aren't the cows kept in their
homes to be worshipped, as the idols and images are worshipped?
Man is omnivorous. He is designed to eat both vegetarian and nonvegetarian food. He has the canine teeth to tear the meat, and also has
the digestive system to digest the same. God Himself has created man to
eat beef. Then who has the audacity to forbid it. That's a Semitic
argument.
Some have also said: God has Himself created the cattle for man.
Muslims, Jews and Christians say that. They believe God to have
created the cattle, for man's needs. They say that when God Himself
has permitted them to eat its meat, what's the problem?
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Many eat beef for health bene!ts. It provides high level protein in low
expense. So the bodybuilders and athletes prefer eating beef on a daily
basis.
Lean ground beef is a source of high-quality protein, and you don't need a
lot to get the protein you need. Just 3 ounces delivers 22 grams of protein,
along with a healthy dose of iron, zinc and vitamin B12. (51)
Insulin is derived from the bovine; the cattle; although not all insulin.
This is administered through injections into human body to control
sugar level in those who su#er from diabetes mellitus.
Insulin, together with its polymers and other chemical derivatives, is
immunogenic. Bovine insulin is more immunogenic than porcine
insulin; human-sequence insulin is the least immunogenic but can
nonetheless provoke antibody formation (Ganz et al., 1990). (52)
In a study, it is also mentioned that beef is given to patients who su#er
from AIDS. It has medicinal properties to build immunity in the body
system. There are enough research papers on such studies that talk at
length about the medical bene!ts of eating beef. Beef also is good for
anaemic patients who need iron content through diet. And beef is rich
in heme iron.
One of the key characteristics de!ning red meat is its iron content.
Red meat is the largest dietary source of heme iron, which is more
readily absorbed than non-heme iron. (53)
It goes without saying that the people who want to eat beef will !nd a
hundred reasons to argue and debate to say that there are many bene!ts of
eating beef. That's the human nature. Let's understand that there is a huge
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number of human population that prefer seeing beef on their plates.
Alright then, it's su"cient now to ponder over these arguments for
now, and lets quickly jump to the last two topics that talk about other
important angle to it. In the next topic we shall discuss about the
manner in which cattle a#ects the Indian economy.

Cattle & The Indian
Economy
Chapter 9

C

attle is one of the source of boosting the Indian economy. The
GDP of India is largely connected with the cattle.

Let's quickly browse through some of the industries that are impacted
by the cattle.
The milk and dairy industries are a billion dollar industry in India that
caters to the daily needs of 1.2 billion Indians alone. There is a report
that estimates over 50 million cattle giving milk everyday to the milk
factories of India. And more than 30 million cattle gives milk to the
villagers and small towns.
The Economic Times published an article on 4th July, 2019, with the
heading More than 50% of India's milk business handled by the
unorganised sector, says Economic Survey.
In The Name Of Cow
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Though India maintains its position as word's top milk producer, with
production of 176.3 million tonne milk production in 2017-18, more
than 50% of the marketable surplus is still handled by the unorganized
sector, the 2018-19 Economic Survey highlighted.
The survey reads: " Of the total milk produced in rural areas around 52
per cent is the marketable surplus. Of this surplus less than half of the
milk sold is handled by the organized sector comprising of dairy
cooperatives and private dairy companies and the rest by the unorganized
sector."
India ranks ﬁrst in milk production, accounting for 20 per cent of world
production. Milk production in India has been increasing steadily over
the years from 55.6 million tonnes in 1991-92 to 176.3 million tonnes in
2017-18, at an average annual growth rate of 4.5 percent. (54)
The Times Of India published an article on 17th October, 2019, with a
heading Livestock population up by 4.6%; cow count rises by 18%
The total number of cattle in the country is 192.49 million in 2019,
showing an increase of 0.8% over the previous census. It includes 145.12
million female cattle (cows) which showed an increase of 18% compared
to 2012. (55)
Beef industry is the source of a billion dollar business every year. The
local markets sell beef to a roughly 20 crore Indians at the moment.
And lakhs of metric tonnes of beef is again exported across other
countries.
BBC published an article on 3rd, April, 2018 with a heading The myth
of the Indian vegetarian nation
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The truth is millions of Indians, including Dalits, Muslims and
Christians, consume beef. Some 70 communities in Kerala, for example,
prefer beef to the more expensive goat meat.
Dr Natrajan and Dr Jacob conclude that in reality, closer to 15% of
Indians - or about 180 million people - eat beef. That's a whopping 96%
more than the oﬃcial estimates. (56)
The Indian leather industry accounts for around 12.93 per cent of the
world’s leather production of hides/skins.
Export Highlights
India’s leather industry has grown drastically, transforming from a
mere raw material supplier to a value-added product exporter.
Total leather good export from India stood at US$ 4.64 billion in
2019-20.
During April-August 2019, the major markets for Indian leather
products were US (16.73 per cent), Germany (12.31 per cent), UK (11.41
per cent), Italy (7.48 per cent), and France (5.54 per cent.)
During April-August 2019, products exported include leather footwear
component (US$ 115.19 million), leather garments (US$ 190.07
million), ﬁnished leather export (US$ 237.69 million), leather footwear
(US$ 937.13 million) and leather goods (US$ 584.37 million). (57)
The leather business is such a lucrative and traditional business in India,
that caters raw materials to the footwear and apparels factories. Much
of the products are used for the consumption of the Indian population.
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And a huge number of leather products are exported to the European
and Asian countries.
Shoes, belts, handbags, suitcases, overcoats, car seats, watch straps and
hundreds of daily use customer products are made out of cattle's
leather. In many cases, they are speci!cally made out of cow's leather.
The irony is that the people who don't eat beef, and those who worship
the cow, wear shoes made out of its leather! In many cases they also
involve in trading these things in the wholesale and retail markets.
Indian Leather Industry currently is one among the top 8 industries for
export revenue generation in India, holding 10% of the global raw
material, and 2% of the global trade. India has become biggest livestock
producer in the world, with the capacity of 1.8 billion square feet of
leather production annually. Global Footwear of 13% production
comprising of 16 billion pairs are made in India. India today produces
2065 million pairs of various categories of footwear. It exports 115
million pairs, thus having 95% of its production to meet its own domestic
demand. (58)
Gelatin derived from the bones and hides of cattle and pigs is used as an
excipient in the production of hard capsules and softgels that are used in
making many medicines. And even the staunch vegetarians consume
them in India.
Rendering is a process that converts waste animal tissue into stable, valueadded materials. Rendering can refer to any processing of animal
products into more useful materials. Rendering is recycling in the truest
sense, ensuring that an animal carcass - which is otherwise considered to
be a burden for the farmer - can actually yield signiﬁcant value.
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Typically recovered materials include the skin (rawhide), tallow (fat)
and the meat and bones, which are further processed into meat-cum-bonemeal or MBM.
Animal fat, or tallow as it is known, ﬁnds application in petrochemical
industries, pharmaceuticals, neutraceuticals and cosmetics. Animal fat
can also be used to produce enviromentally-friendly biofuels.
Meat-cum-bone meal or MBM is a crucial ingredient for animal feed,
particularly for poultry farming, aquaculture and pisciculture. MBM is
also used to manufacture ready-to-eat pet food. It can also be used as
organic fertiliser. (59)
In the sugar manufacturing factories, the bones of the cattle are used in
the process of decolorisation. Sugar that is processed in the sugar
factories are generally brownish in colour. To make the sugar white, the
sugar is passed through the bones of the cattle, for the bones to absorb
the colour of the sugar and make it white. This processed sugar is
widely used by even the vegetarians in India.
Marshmallows, beer and even some orange juices are not considered
vegan foods. And, depending on one's deﬁnition of "vegan," neither are
some sugars.
Reﬁned sugar -- the kind that's added to coﬀee, cookie dough and cake
batter -- is made from either sugarcane or sugar beets. The two have nearidentical nutritional facts and tastes, and they are used about equally in
the States. But, their reﬁning process is diﬀerent.
To manufacture table sugar from sugarcane, sugarcane stalks are
crushed to separate the juice from the pulp. The juice is processed and
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heated to crystalize, and is then ﬁltered and bleached with bone char,
which results in sugar's pristine white colour. (60)
Processed Sugar
The sparkling white sugar doesn't get its colour from bleach. Many sugar
manufacturers process the sugar using bone char, which is made from the
bones of animals. (61)
Bone char, which is used to process sugar, is made from the bones of cattle
from Afghanistan, Argentina, India, and Pakistan.
Bone char—often referred to as natural carbon—is widely used by the
sugar industry as a decolorizing ﬁlter, which allows the sugar cane to
achieve its desirable white colour. (62)
The chocolate, sweets and confectionaries markets use both the milk
and the fat from the cattle. The fat that is taken out from the carcasses
are an ingredient in many of these companies. Even the emulsi!ers that
are used with the E codes are from vegetable and animal origin;
especially beef and porcine.
Many brands of chocolate use whey powder which can contain rennet a commonly used coagulating enzyme extracted from a calf's stomach
after slaughter. White and milk chocolate are much more likely to fall
into this category.
Many brands of chewing gum - Trident Splash for example - are not
suitable for vegetarians because they contain gelatin.
This substance, also used in many sauces and sweets, comes from the skin,
tendons, ligaments and bones of pigs and cows which are boiled in water.
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And if you see lanolin, stearic acid or glycerin listed on a pack of gum,
you may as well chew down on a stick of beef jerky. All of these ingredients
are made from animal fat.
As with chewing gum, certain packaged nut products use gelatin as a
binding agent.
Gelatin appears in many an ingredient list but what is it actually made
of?
According to PETA, gelatin comes from skin, tendons, ligaments and
bones of pigs and cows which are boiled in water.
It is rich in collagen and commonly used as a gelling agent in desserts,
dips, yogurts, sweets and marshmallows. (63)
The liquor industry also uses products derived from animals. India is
world's third liquor manufacturing country, which is a 35 billion dollar
industry. The use of animal derived products in alcohol production is
considerably more widespread than most would imagine. Anti-foaming
agents, colourants and clarifying processes make use of animal products
in some way or another.
Occasionally the additive Glyceryl Monostearate is used instead of 900
Dimethylpolysiloxane as an anti-foaming agent in the production of beer
produced in kegs. Sometimes Glyceryl Monostearate is derived from
animals.
Wine is ﬁned using a variety of diﬀerent animal derivatives, isinglass,
gelatin, egg albumen, modiﬁed casein and chitin (which comes from crab
or lobster shells). Some manufacturers even use ox blood, though that is
generally considered an antiquated technique nowadays.
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Fortiﬁed wines like ports and sherries should be treated similar to wine.
Port also uses Gelatin during its ﬁning process. And Gelatin is derived
from beef and porcine.
It's a fairly well-known fact that Guinness beer uses isinglass, or ﬁsh
bladder, as a ﬁning agent, meaning it removes unwanted leftovers from
the brewing process, HuﬀPost Green reported. Although Guinness does not
list the ingredient on the label, minute traces may make it into your glass.
Not all beers use isinglass, although others may use gelatin for the same
purpose, according to Smithsonian magazine. (64)
In addition to using Isinglass in its production, red wine also contains
E120. The red colourant, E120 is produced from the pregnant body of the
cochineal insect (Dactilopius Coccus). Campari and some soft drinks also
use the Cochineal insect for red colouring.
Some imported vodkas may have been passed through a bone charcoal
ﬁlter. These bones and the Gelatines are majorly derived from the bovines
(cattle) and porcine (pigs).
One of the main reasons for this silence on this topic is simply due to the
clause in the 1984 UK Food Labelling Regulations, which does not
require any beverages with an alcoholic content higher than 1.2 percent to
display its ingredients on the packaging. Vegetarians and anybody else
who cares to know the contents of what they are consuming are largely
kept in the dark. (65)
The hotel industry in India largely includes beef in their menu. From the
roadside vendors to the star hotels serve beef steaks to their customers.
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In Indian sports, wide ranges of sports equipments are made out of the
hides of cattle.
Even the cricket leather ball is made out of the leather of cattle. In
sports, the famous sports for the Indians is cricket. And the leather balls
that get batted every day in every town, city and village in India is made
out of cow's and bull's leather. Billions of people watch cricket. And
millions of them play cricket in India. And they have no problem in
making and using those leather balls made out of cow's leather. That's
surely inconsistent with the beliefs of those who are willing to lynch a
human in the name of cow protection. Why have they not stopped
using the leather balls in cricket? I'm sure there's no answer to that.
Almost 80% of cricket balls used in India -- all the red ones that you see
littering our pitches -- is made from cow hide, with Meerut's famous
sports industry producing over 1 lakh of them annually, which is 50% of
the total production in the country. (66)
Cowhide is the primary material used to make leather. In fact, for thick
leather such as shoes and jackets, cowhide is used almost exclusively.
Tanneries making leather from cowhide are run openly across India.
In the "eld of Music too the hides of cows and bulls are used.
In India, people use their traditional musical instruments during their
religious festivals and marriages. But if one gets to "nd about the
components use in the manufacturing of those instruments, one would
be stunned to "nd that the cow hides, bu#aloes skin and that of calves
and lizards are used in them. Even in Tablas & Mridangams, that are
used in marriages and temples, the cow's leather are used. Some have
even given explanation to that. It is believed to be traditionally in use
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since thousands of years. And that they don't want to change the
traditions in this regard. They have even gone to explain that since cow
is sacred, it's skin is also used in the sacred music to be accompanied in
the devotional songs performed for the deities. That's an interpretation.
There are lakhs of temples and worship places in India wherein millions
of instruments are used in playing the devotional songs. Even the movie
industry in India uses all of these instruments in their movies.
List of instruments made of animal skin
Almost all traditional Indian Drums are made of animal skin.
Instruments such as Mridangam, Madhalam, Tabla, Khol, Thavil,
Dhol, Dholak, Damaru, Chenda, Chande, Timila,
Udukkai, Pakhavaj and many other folk instruments are made of cow,
buﬀalo, goat and calf skins. Drums like Idakka use cow’s intestinal
membrane in their construction and Kanjira is made using skin of
monitor lizards.
Drum makers procure animal skin from slaughter houses, process them
and use them in the making of these drums. (67)
In some of the instruments, the Cow's leather are speci"cally used to
get the quality that is pursued by the musicians. And in some cases the
hide of the dead animals are not suitable; only the animals that are
slaughtered are suitable for making those instruments.
T.M. Krishna, an Indian carnatic musician says that, "The mridangam
is a paradox. The two-headed “king of percussion”, without which the
sound of Carnatic music cannot be the same, is made of cowhide.
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Therefore the makers of the instrument have been traditionally Dalits or
Dalit Christians, but its players and connoisseurs traditionally Brahmin
and elite.
“There are stories about how a mridangam player has chosen a cow” that
will be turned into an instrument, said Krishna. There are also stories
about how “the cow will pray to be killed to be part of the mridangam”,
he added. (68)
Automobiles
The car seats and upholsteries are made out of cow hide. (69)
Stearic acid is an industrial chemical used in soaps, cosmetics, detergents,
lubricants and tyres. (70)
Stearic acid is manufactured through animal fat and plant fat.
However, they are more abundantly available from the animal fat.
During Indian festivals, people from various communities give animals
as sacri!ce to their deities. The animals during those festivals are of
great demand, and the market boom during then. In one of such
festivals, during the Muslim festival of Bakrid, also known as Eid-ulAdhaa, millions of animals get sacri!ced within a span of 3 days.
Animals such as goat, sheep, oxen and bu"aloes get slaughtered at every
corners of India. During then, as a customary practise of the Muslims,
the meat derived from these animals are shared among the poor and the
needy. Good quality animals are slaughtered to be given to the poor and
the needy. This serves two things. Firstly the market gets a lot of money
in circulation. Secondly, the poor gets bene!ted out of the meat and the
sales. If millions of animals are getting slaughtered, then it means that
billions of money are transacted. Money comes into the circulation in
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the market, and that adds more bene!t for the industries that rely on
the things that come out of the sacri!ce. All the above mentioned
industries will get great in"ux of their raw materials and ingredients for
their !nished products that will reach the markets, of those general
masses of Indians who consume them on a daily basis. Hence the
markets in India are highly dependent on the cattle that is being
slaughtered on a daily and occasional basis.
Forget about the loss of revenue from exporting buﬀalo meat
after government’s ban on procuring animals from market place for
slaughter, the real impact will be on India’s poorest farmers, and the
economy of livestock which is worth more than Rs 3 lakh crore. (71)
With all due respects I must say one thing here emphatically. Indians
have traditionally been comfortable with the products derived from the
cattle since ages. And even today they don't have any alternative to
these products. If by any chance they will have to do away with them, it
will disturb the economy and the standard of living. Can you imagine
Indians giving up sugar, liquor, tyres, shoes and another hundreds of
related items! And what would happen to millions of Indians who
survive through these industries!
Now let's hit the last chapter that speaks of animal rights and vegan
activists.

Animal Rights

And Vegetarian Activists
Chapter 10

T

his chapter will talk about another force that has poked its
nose into the cow politics. They are the animal rights and

vegetarian activists. PETA - 'People for Ethical Treatment of Animals'
are active even in India. They are against the idea of non-vegetarianism.
They have wide range of activities and protests that work to stop the
slaughtering of animals in general. They are against people eating
chicken, mutton, pork, beef etc etc. In the process of making their
presence felt, they go on nude protests, wherein women disrobed in
public raise the banners of PETA. In many occasions they even have
barged into certain public gatherings to make their protests. They are a
bunch of freethinking minds that don't really care for the civic
decorum of a society. Although on the face of it, PETA seems like a
noble organisation. However when one gets into a basic research on them,
then the shallowness of their principles will surface to the observers.
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Let me tell you quickly about their blunders. In the US, they have a
centre to provide shelter to the animals that are not able to be taken care
by their owners. In many cases the animals that carry diseases and the
ones that are impaired are brought into their centres. But over a period
of time, the management of PETA either let's the animals die of
starvation, or kill them in the name of euthanasia. The animals are
killed through mercy killing. Millions of animals have died in the hands
of PETA, while PETA went on barking against the killing of animals.
That's a paradox. Their claims and their aims don't match with their
deeds. They are proven to be hypocritical in their approach. And the
same PETA wants to interfere in the Indian matters.
PETA openly opposes the no-kill movement and will kill perfectly
adoptable animals (even puppies and kittens). In fact, PETA does not
believe that animals have a right to live — Newkirk said as much, in
a postcard to Nathan Winograd, a Stanford Law graduate who leads
the No Kill movement: “We do not advocate ‘right to life’ for animals.”
The problem stems from an absolutely uncompromising stance on
euthanasia — something which PETA sees as “compassionate.” Their
stats paint a chilling story: according to a report from the Virginia
Department of Agriculture in 2010, PETA kills 90% of the animals their
shelters receive within 24 hours. According to a Virginia state inspector,
the PETA facility where animals are impounded was designed to house
animals for no more than 24 hours. (72)
The Center For Consumer Freedom published a report on 6th,
February, 2020, with a heading PETA Killed Nearly 1,600 Cats and
Dogs in 2019
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Virginia’s Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services has
published statistics of animal shelter records for 2019, and the numbers
for People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) are shocking.
According to the report, PETA killed 1,593 dogs, cats, and other pets last
year–a repulsive 66% kill rate.
Of the 2,380 pets the organization took in, only 32 pets were adopted out.
(Several hundred other pets were sent to other facilities.) Since 1998,
PETA has killed over 40,000 cats, dogs, and other animals in Virginia.
In comparison, other private animal shelters are doing much better when
it comes to ﬁnding homes for animals. Oﬃcial records show private
animal shelters in Virginia had a euthanasia rate of just 5% and an
adoption rate of 73% last year. PETA was ultimately responsible for 72%
of the dogs and cats killed at Virginia’s 45 private shelters. (73)
In the issue of Jallikattu in India, PETA was bullied by the Indians.
Jallikattu is a sport in parts of the Tamilnadu state, wherein the youths
on festivals gather together to hold the bulls on the open grounds. They
display a sense of valour in holding the animal for a lengthy period of
time to win the contests. In the process many have injured themselves.
And in some case people have even died. PETA intermeddled and
talked about animal rights. But it terribly back!red. The people of
Tamilnadu saw Jallikattu as a cultural thing that cannot be questioned.
Many youths came onto the open air to protest against the ruling given
by the Supreme Court that tried banning Jallikattu. The people
thronged in great numbers and expressed their displeasure against
PETA. At the end, PETA was forced to quit the bout. And even the
Supreme Court pulled back its verdict. That was a historical event in
India. People's culture cannot be forcefully stripped away from them. It
would surely back!re.
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Jallikattu was banned by the Supreme Court in 2014, but the Tamil
Nadu and central governments stepped in to reverse the bar amid
widespread protests in the state. (74)
In India there are other animal rights activists that are born by the
deliberations made by the vegan communities. They wanted their
principles to supersede over others, and hence moved the court towards
banning the animal slaughter during festivals. They are the people who
don't really consider the animals as gods, but they considered the killing
of animals for food as himsa - violence. And they screamed their guts
out to proclaim Ahimsa - non-violence against all animals. They even
went to stop the slaughtering of cattle and sheep during the Bakrid Eid-Ul-Ad'haa, the Muslim festival wherein animals are slaughtered as
part of the religious ritual. Amazingly, the court ruled in favour of the
Muslims, while considering the slaughtering of animals as their religious
rights.
The New Indian Express published an article on 13th, August, 2017
with a heading No ban on animal sacri!ce for religious purposes
The Supreme Court on Friday has stayed the clause of prohibiting
sacriﬁce of cattle for religious purposes under the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (Regulation of Livestock Markets) Rules, 2017.
With this ruling, during Bakrid, which is observed in the ﬁrst week of
September, cattle can be sacriﬁced without any legal ramiﬁcations. (75)
The arguments put forward by the Muslims during this scenario are as
follows: Animals have to be ethically treated with care. But when it
comes to eating its meat for a living, then God has permitted us to
eat its meat.
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It's absolutely halaal - lawful for us to eat its meat. We are allowed to eat
the meat of those animals that are lawful, and allowed to eat only those
meat that are from the animals slaughtered through Islamic rites.
The halal cut or the halal way of slaughtering animals include the
pronouncing of Allah's name before slaughtering by saying Allahu
Akbar - Allah is the Greatest, and then running through the sharp knife
across the neck of the animal to quickly cut the oesophagus and the
blood vessels at once. By doing this it is scienti"cally proven that the
animal dies with the least pain, and that the blood that carries germs are
drained out maximum to keep the meat hygienic.
If the vegans don't want us to eat the meat of the animals, since they
consider killing of living things as himsa - violence, then how would
they justify eating of vegetations, while even crops have life? Today in
the scienti"c world that we are living in, it is an established fact that
even plants and trees have life. Plants too feel pain. In that case, why do
the vegans eat plants that have life?
And no vegan can remain a vegan without killing living things to eat the
vegetables and fruits. In the "eld of agriculture, the farmers use
insecticides and pesticides to kill the insects and rodents that spoil the
crop. The enemies of farmers are literally killed by using those sprays that
the Government of India recommends with. If one were to count the
number of organisms that die during this, he will be dumbstruck for
eternity. The numbers don't run in millions; but in trillions. Billions of
living things die in order to save the crops of the farmers. If the farmers
don't use them, then the crops will die; and the farmers will get bankrupt.
This is the reality that can never be ignored. I wonder where the members
of PETA and the Go-Vegan Trumpets vanish when this topic is discussed.
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A life is a life. If a sheep has a life. Even a rat has a life. Even an insect has
a life. Why is that special considerations are shown to certain species?
So the answer would be nothing more than what we already
acknowledge with. This is the part of nature that needs to be accepted.
Man has the right to his survival. And for his survival he does
everything possible with the natural law to make a living. This is the
!nal conclusion that can never be denied. The world will be a safe
haven for man to live, as long as man doesn't do anything crazy to
change the bio-cycle. And the Divine law only guides man towards life.
There has been a steady growth in the production of technical grade
pesticides in India, from 5,000 metric tons in 1958 to 102,240 metric
tons in 1998. In 1996–97 the demand for pesticides in terms of value was
estimated to be around Rs. 22 billion (USD 0.5 billion), which is about
2% of the total world market.
The pattern of pesticide usage in India is diﬀerent from that for the
world in general. In India 76% of the pesticide used is insecticide, as
against 44% globally (Mathur, 1999). The use of herbicides and
fungicides is correspondingly less heavy. The main use of pesticides in
India is for cotton crops (45%), followed by paddy and wheat. (76)
Cats eat rats. Rats and rodents eat insects. Insects feed on smaller
organisms. And the chain keeps on going. It is not a crime to eat nonveg food. If it was so, the carnivorous animals would have got extinct
long ago. The fact that we see the tigers and lions in our world is the
proof that we accept their way of life. Or else we would have decided to
kill all the carnivorous animals to save the herbivorous animals. And if
that was done, then the entire ecosystem will get a#ected due to that
blunder. Whenever man tried doing drastic things against the law of
nature, he caused more harm to himself than bringing any good.
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Mad cow disease is a disease that spreads amongst the cattle is one such
disease. It was in the 1986, in United Kingdom, there was this disease
spread through the cows and bu!aloes. The disease was mad cow
disease. The cows that were given to eat things that were not from their
diet compounds, got infected by this terrible contagious infective
disease. In the interest of preventing the outbreak, the disease to a larger
mass, the government of the day decided to slaughter the infected cattle
immediately in order to save the people of their land. Had they not
done that, then the disease could have led to an epidemic. This is how
the world looks at animals during such outbreaks.
Mad cow disease is ﬁrst discovered in the United Kingdom. From 1986
through 2001, a British outbreak aﬀects about 180,000 cattle and
devastates farming communities.
January 1993 - The BSE epidemic in Britain reaches its peak with almost
1,000 new cases being reported per week.
The oﬃcial name of mad cow disease is bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE). BSE lesions are characterized by sponge-like
changes seen under an ordinary microscope.
Eating contaminated meat or other products from cattle (excluding dairy
products) with BSE is thought to be the cause of vCJD.
BSE is passed between cows through the practice of recycling bovine
carcasses for meat and bone meal protein, which is fed back to other cattle.
Both mad cow disease and vCJD are fatal.
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Symptoms of vCJD involve psychiatric symptoms and behavioral changes,
movement deﬁcits, memory disturbances and cognitive impairments.
(77)
During Bird !u disease, birds that spread the diseases are slaughtered
and buried or burnt. And the meat of these animals are not even eaten,
due to fear of contracting the diseases through the meat.
In India, the cow menace on the streets and the highways have costed
many lives. The farmers who are unable to take care of the old cattle,
and unable to sell them in the markets, let the animals stray around to
eat from the things they #nd on the streets. In many such cases, the
animals block the roads, and they also bang on to the motorists while
the cattle get their horns locked at each other. People have lost their
lives on the spot. When the cattle run before the speedy vehicles in the
highways, the vehicles have gone over the animals, which have costed
the lives of both the passengers and the cattle.
The Indian Express reported a news on 17th April, 2017 with the
heading Mishaps due to stray cows killed 300 people in 30
months in Punjab:
"In the last two-and-a-half-years, one person died every three days in road
accidents occurred due to cows and their progenies roaming on the streets."
Every third day a person dies in mishap due to stray cows roaming on
roads in the state, the Punjab Gau Sewa Commission (PGSC) claimed on
Monday. PGSC Chairman Kimti Lal Bhagat said, “In the last twoand-a-half-years, a person died in every three days in road accidents
occurred due to cows and their progenies roaming on the streets. But the
government and the administration are not serious about it.”
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“According to the records with the commission, at least 300 people have
died in road accidents due to cows. Currently, 1,06,000 lakh cows are
roaming on the roads of the state,” he claimed. In these mishaps, besides
the people, these animals also get injured and killed too, Bhagat said,
adding these stray cows also damage crops. (78)
Liladhar Vaghela is one of the BJP minister who happened to walk
through his city in the morning hours for a morning walk. It so
happened that an overexcited cow knocked him o! at once. The cow
didn't know that he is from the same party that talks of cow protection.
The man was kept in the ICU for a long period of time, when two of
his ribs were broken and blood clotted in his head.
The India Today reported on 1st, September, 2018 with the heading
Cow attacks BJP MP Liladhar Vaghela, 2 ribs broken, admitted
to ICU
Vaghela was out for a walk when a stray cow attacked him outside his
residence in Gandhinagar.
The 83-year-old Lok Sabha MP from Patan, Gujarat, was out for a
walk when a stray cow attacked him outside his residence in Sector 21,
Gandhinagar.
He was rushed to the Apollo hospital and admitted in the ICU after
preliminary examination. Doctors say he has sustained injuries on his
ribs and head.
Before being elected to the Lok Sabha, Vaghela served as a cabinet
minister in Gujarat.
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Local media in Gandhinagar have reported that Vaghela's family
members have conﬁrmed that he has sustained two fractured and some
clotting in the head, which has been removed. (79)
Under such a scenario, the people must hold discussions over the topic
of human rights that needs to be preserved.
The animal rights activists who champion the cause of ahimsa are
inconsistent with their philosophy. Even the morning co!ee that they
drink is only made after killing millions of germs through the process of
pasteurization. Pasteurization is the process of heating and cooling milk
and other liquids, in order to kill germs. In that sense, even the water
that one drinks kills organisms. Even the toothpaste and mouthwash
that one uses kill germs. They contain antimicrobials in them. Not only
that, while human beings breathe in and breathe out, we kill many
micro-organisms. In that case, I ask these animal rights activists a
question, "should we breathe at all?"

Conclusion

I

hope the book has covered the topic from various angles. And
with that I want to make my concluding remarks. Cows and bulls

are animals to most of us. And for many it is a source of their
livelihood. And for a few, they are gods whom they worship. All have
their right to believe it in the way that they want. But let's not get to
violence, in order to let our ideology prevail. In this world of various
diversities, we need the motto of 'live and let live' to give peace a chance.
May good sense prevail.
Based on the available data, it is clear that the Government of India is
not interested to call for a total ban across India, although they might
wish to ban. They have also understood that India's population is a
conglomeration of diverse communities with various ethnic and
religious preferences. So it is highly unlikely to make all satis!ed with
the government’s policies and programs. For a good governance to
sustain, the leaders of the states must work to get societies’ approval
before imposing any new law. It is only through seasoned deliberations
and careful administration can there be law and order maintained in the
country. We cannot a"ord to neglect or ignore those who take law in
their hands, in their pursuit to bring about the changes in the society.
As we have learnt that even the BJP government is unable to stop the
beef exports, since it involves the livelihood of millions of people. The
hides, the fat and the bones are used by various industries across the
country, from leather, footwear, sports equipments, confectionaries,
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music industry, breweries, distilleries, sugar and medicine are all the
users of cattle and its byproducts.
And if the cattle is left to breed and graze around without control, then
the farmers will have hard time in protecting their crops in the !elds. As
we’ve seen, in many occasions, the farmers of India had to lock the
cattle in the government schools, in order to stop the menace of the
cattle. Hence we can understand that any change in the system will
have an equal and opposite reaction too.
Lastly, more than one’s interest to the beef curry, we must recall the
fate of the farmers who will be left with no options but to stop the
rearing of the cattle, if they don't have the opportunity to sell them in
the markets. It is highly impossible to take care of these cattle by
spending for their fodder and care, when it doesn’t give back any
returns to them. And those who claim to feed cows in the Goshaala –
cowsheds, have also failed to feed them, due to their !nancial
constraints that they have. So it is a highly impractical thing to stop the
slaughtering of cattle. Every other country in the world has been
traditionally using the cattle for their food and industrial needs. Are we
holier than the rest of the world? Or are we more knowledgeable than
the ancient Indians?
The Ancient Ayurvedic Medicine Prescribed Beef For Certain Diseases.
Times Of India published an article on the Nov 11, 2015, with the
title , Ayurveda prescribes beef for several disorders: Scientist
Ancient Indian scriptures imposed no bar on eating beef and,
infact, ayurvedic Acharya Charaka had recommended beef for some
disorders, said veteran scientist P M Bhargava in his letter to President
Pranab Mukherjee marking his returning the Padma Bhushan.
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Quoting Charaka Samhita, Bharagava said: "The ﬂesh of the cow is
beneﬁcial for those suﬀering from the loss of ﬂesh due to disorders caused
by an excess of vayu, rhinitis, irregular fever, dry cough, fatigue, and also
in cases of excessive appetite resulting from hard manual labour." (80)
Charaka is revered by the Hindus, for his contribution to medicine.
With all the proofs cited in this book, we can conclude that the Indians
are having very few who call for the ban on beef, while the majority of
them don’t !nd any problem with eating beef. And a total ban on beef
will only add more problems to the Indian economy and people's
livelihood. Hence I say, until any reasonable alternative is found, India's
success is in maintaining status quo, and in safeguarding its interest.
We must hence strike the right balance between human rights and the
animal rights. Overdoing anything may cause irritation in the society.
The milk that the cows give are solely used for human consumption,
while the calves are deprived of the milk from its biological mothers.
That's injustice. And that's prevalent in India. People have to raise voice
against that.
The Hindu published an article in the 4th May 2013 with a heading
What's Behind That Glass Of Milk.
Soon, the calf is born. While the cow is seen as a metaphor for
motherhood, she is rarely given a chance to experience its joys for very
long. Calves are separated from their mothers soon after they are born
so that they don’t drink up all the milk. Just what does this do to these
docile creatures? (81)
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In the !eld of animal husbandry, the semen from the oxen are manually
inserted into the cow's vagina through painful and unethical method.
This is termed as arti!cial insemination. And that needs to be denounced.
Don't the animals have right to have pleasurable intercourse with their
mates? And these harsh methods have caused pain and agony to the
animals.
The Times of India Published an article on the 19th January, 2020 with
the heading 70 cows are impregnated every hour through arti!cial
insemination in Madhya Pradesh
BHOPAL: Every hour at least 70 cows are getting pregnant in Madhya
Pradesh through arti!cial insemination in a bid to improve local
indigenous breeds. The impregnation drive, which began in September
2019 will continue till March. Incidentally, MP stands second in the
country after Telangana in arti!cial insemination (AI).
As per government of India !gures, arti!cial insemination was done in
2,00,748 cows in the last four months from September 15 till Thursday.
Telangana leads the country with 2,49,819 AIs during the same period.
States such as Uttar Pradesh are far behind with only 1,44,039 AIs in the
last four months. (82)
Tonnes of milk gets wasted in India, when the devotees pour milk over
the idols that they worship. The practice is known as Milk Abhishekam.
And all of that milk poured gets into drainages. Do we need such a
practice where thousands of Indians die of starvation every single day?
The Times of India published an article on the 12th March, 2014 with
the heading Milk wasted in temples while millions go without
food: Madras High Court
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CHENNAI: In a state known for doing milk abhishekams
for idol at temples, actors and politicians, the Madras high court has
said those o"ering milk poojas should spare a moment for the plight of
millions of people and children who go without food, milk and shelter.
A division bench of Justice R Sudhakar and Justice V M Velumani,
passing orders on a PIL seeking permission for holding the
milk abhishekam festival at a Trichy temple said: "This court is of the
view that in many parts of our country, people are su"ering without
proper food, shelter and even without milk for young children."
Emphasizing the need to use food items like milk judiciously, Justice
Sudhakar, who wrote the judgment for the bench, said: "The petitioner
and other villagers should be aware that such an essential commodity
should be used for the bene#t of children, poor orphans, widows and
destitute besides o"ering to the deities." (83)
Thus I conclude that there are many rights that needs to be discussed
while knowing that human rights and animal rights should be preserved
in the light of clear proofs and evidences. Anything done in excess and
exaggeration will surely back#re.

Wait a second.

Just a last piece of information. Did you know that the archaeological
evidences prove that the members of the Indus Valley Civilization were
beef eaters.
The Hindu published a report on the 9th December, 2020, with the
heading Cattle, bu!alo meat residue found in Indus Valley vessels.
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A new study has found the presence of animal products, including
cattle and bu!alo meat, in ceramic vessels dating back about 4,600 years
at seven Indus Valley Civilisation sites in present-day Haryana and
Uttar Pradesh.
The study, which was published on Wednesday in the Journal of
Archaeological Science and conducted as a part of the Two Rains
project of the University of Cambridge and Banaras Hindu University,
analysed the lipid residue in pottery found at the ancient sites.
About 50-60% of domestic animal bones found at Indus Valley sites
come from cattle/bu!alo, the study said. “The high proportions of
cattle bones may suggest a cultural preference for beef consumption
across Indus populations, supplemented by the consumption of
mutton/lamb,” it said. (84)
It's time for me to end my over-enthusiastic confabulation that was
intended to share my views for the purpose of exploring the subject in
all conclusiveness. May God Almighty bless you and your family.

Thanks for reading this book.
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This book will take you through a
speedy roller-coaster ride across
various perspectives to the topic of
‘The cows in India', from a political,
economical, social, rational,
scienti!c, historic, constitutional
and religious panoramic view. Please
don't make the mistake of reading
this book, unless you have a strong
willpower to resist the persuasive
assertions of the highly
concentrated thesis.

Thank you.

Umar S hariﬀ
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